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ABSTRACT 

 

Biofilm formation may increase survival and persistence of Escherichia coli in the highly 

variable conditions of soil environments, though it remains unknown the extent variation in 

biofilm formation affects survival. We asked what genetic traits influence biofilm formation in 

phylogroup D E. coli isolates from surface soils, and are they associated with the soil 

environment? Biofilm density was analyzed and compared with soil environment characteristics. 

Isolates produced more biofilm per unit growth at 15°C than 37°C. Biofilm formation was 

greater in soil isolates than fecal isolates and in soils with moisture and higher calcium and pH 

levels. A GWAS analysis found variants involved in cell envelope formation and structure were 

associated with biofilm formed at 37°C, and stress response and iron acquisition variants were 

associated with biofilm formed at 15°C. Motility variants were associated with a negative effect 

on biofilm formed and adhesion variants associated with a positive effect.  
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CHAPTER 1: LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Genetic diversity of E. coli and its effect on survival 

Escherichia coli is a highly genetically diverse species, in part due to its large global 

population size (approximately 1020) (1). It is known to have fast mutation rates, especially in the 

accessory genomes, which can be beneficial when exposed to stress or variable environments (2–

5). The core genome consists of genes shared across all E. coli, including genes involved in 

metabolic versatility, environmental hardiness, house-keeping functions, and genes used as 

phylogenetic signatures to distinguish between the eight evolutionarily distinct E. coli 

phylogroups: A, B1, B2, C, D, E, F, and Clade I (1, 6–8). The accessory genome contains genes 

not shared across all E. coli members and includes strain specific genes, such as antibiotic 

resistance or some virulence factors. High variability exists in the core and accessory genomes of 

E. coli, with approximately 2000 genes found in the E. coli core genome, and 4700 genes found 

in the average E. coli genome. Overall, the E. coli pan-genome contains approximately 12000 - 

24000 genes, depending on the study, and is influenced by changes in the genetic structure of the 

bacteria, including gene loss or acquisition, mutations, horizontal gene transfer, and adaptive 

responses (1, 8–11).  

E. coli is thought to mainly inhabit the intestines of warm-blooded animals, but it can be 

dispersed into extrahost environments, such as soils, through means such as deposition of fecal 

matter. Thus, presence of E. coli has often been an indicator of fecal contamination (12, 13). 

However, there is evidence of environmental strains of E. coli that have come to colonize and 

persist in these habitats (12, 14). This includes E. coli from clades that have diverged to become 

entirely environmentally-adapted and have no association with the mammal-host environment 

yet are phenotypically indistinguishable from other E. coli (15). As such, E. coli can come to 
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form stable populations in extrahost environments. That survival is dependent on E. coli’s ability 

to adapt to the conditions of these environments.  

The variability of soil environments may lead to an increased chance for evolutionary 

rescue, which occurs when a declining population undergoes an adaptive change that increases 

survival and lowers the chance of extinction (16). The general pattern of evolutionary rescue first 

begins with a population declining due to exposure to a new environmental stress. Once the 

population size declines below the stochastic threshold, or the critical population size where the 

chance of extinction due to environmental variability increases, the population will either go 

extinct or an adaptive change will allow the population to recover and survive (16). The chance 

of evolutionary rescue occurring varies. For example, initial population size is an important 

determinant for evolutionary rescue. Greater population sizes increase the chance of evolutionary 

rescue occurring due to the higher level of genetic diversity and increased time it would take for 

all members of the population to die off, and thus more time for evolutionary rescue to possibly 

occur (17, 18). For example, in a study analyzing evolutionary rescue of Pseudomonas 

fluorescens populations when exposed to varying levels of streptomycin, it was found that the 

larger populations were more likely to undergo evolutionary rescue, with more than 50% of the 

large populations showing evolutionary rescue compared to 6.4% of the small populations (19). 

A similar result was found in a study analyzing Saccharomyces cerevisiae under salt stress, 

where at least 526 individuals was required for a 50% chance of adaptation to occur (20). 

Immigration of new individuals into a population would also increase the chance for 

evolutionary rescue as new individuals would add to the population and increase the genetic 

diversity. This was shown in a study of the influence of immigration rates of Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa on evolution of rifampicin resistance, with higher immigration rates leading to an 
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increase in resistance (21). The level of genetic diversity in a population impacts evolutionary 

rescue as greater genetic diversity would increase the chance that an adaptive allele was present 

among the population that would allow for survival (16). An example of this was shown in a 

study analyzing evolutionary rescue in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii exposed to salt stress. 

Populations with greater genetic diversity were more likely to undergo evolutionary rescue and 

declined slower than populations with lower genetic diversity (22). This was also shown in 

rifampicin resistance in P. aeruginosa and salt stress resistance in S. cerevisiae (20, 21). Since 

evolutionary rescue leads to increases in adaptive traits, it may play a role in survival of E. coli in 

variable environments such as soils.  

Recombination events also play a role in the genetic diversity of E. coli. As a clonal 

species, mutations influence the genetic diversity of E. coli and can confer an adaptive advantage 

if mutations lead to a trait that increases the ability of E. coli to survive under certain conditions 

(23, 24). Those mutations can be passed to other E. coli strains through recombination events. In 

general, the rate of recombination in E. coli is low (r/m of about 1, depending on the study) (24). 

Two studies using MLST analysis to assess variation in E. coli determined an r/m rate of 0.32-

2.14 among 432 strains and an r/m rate of 0.70 among 44 strains, with both studies examining 

only 7 genes (25, 26). Three studies using whole genome sequencing analyzing at all shared 

genes in E. coli determined r/m rates of 0.90 for 20 strains, 1.02 for 27 strains, and 0.92 for 19 

strains (24, 27, 28). Rates of recombination also vary by E. coli phylogroup and regions in the 

genome (24). For example, E. coli of the same phylogroup are more likely to have recombination 

events than E. coli of different phylogroups, possibly due to the distinct ecological overlap of 

bacteria in phylogroups (28). Intergroup recombination varies based on phylogroups as well. For 

example, phylogroup B2 was found to have the lowest intergroup recombination frequencies and 
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phylogroup B1 was found to have the highest, as well as recombination rates between 

phylogroups A and B1 found to be higher than recombination rates between other groups (7, 28). 

Some hotspots of recombination in the E. coli genome include the rfb operon, which codes for 

O-antigen synthesis, and the fim operon, which is involved in adhesion to host cells and in host 

interactions and virulence (28–30). Recombination can influence pathogenicity if genes 

associated with virulence hitchhike during recombination events, leading to more strains 

expressing virulence factors. These virulence factors include genes found on pathogenicity-

associated islands like the P fimbrial structure subunit gene that aids in attachment (6, 31, 32). 

Thus, these events are important for the genetic diversity and survival of E. coli, however genetic 

differences in phylogroups are also important.   

E. coli phylogroups 

The eight E. coli phylogroups can be distinguished comparing SNPs among alleles of 

various previously defined housekeeping genes using techniques including MLST, genotyping 

qPCR, comparative hybridization, etc. (33–35). These phylogroups vary in the habitats they 

persist in or are most commonly found. For example, in a study analyzing the distribution of 

phylogroups from E. coli isolated from surface waters, it was found that phylogroup B1 and A 

strains were the most prevalent (36). For distribution in different animal species, B1 strains were 

common among geese, ducks, deer, sheep, cows, dogs, horses, and pigs, phylogroup A 

dominated among chickens, phylogroup B2 was most prevalent in beaver and goats, and 

phylogroup D was most common in turkeys (36). A similar result was found in population 

structures of E. coli in fecal depositions, where phylogroup B1 was found to be the dominant 

phylogroup among the fecal and soil isolates (3). B1 and D phylogroup E. coli isolates were 

found to persist better on the surfaces of plant leaves than any other phylogroup (37). Phylogroup 
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A has often been isolated from humans and is known to be a human-associated phylogroup, 

though B1 is the predominant subpopulation in humans (1). Thus, the presence of phylogroups 

vary based on the habitat. 

 Phylogroups also vary in their association with disease. For example, phylogroup D E. 

coli has been associated with urinary tract infections (UTI) and some bacteraemia infections (36, 

38–40). Phylogroup B2 is known as a subpopulation in humans and is often associated with 

disease, as well as phylogroups E and F. B2 is involved in diseases such as EPEC, EHEC, and 

ETEC infections, and is the predominant cause of UTIs (1, 38). However, phylogroup A is also 

known as a subpopulation in humans, but is less associated with virulence (1, 38). Virulence 

factors differ between the phylogroups. For example, in a study analyzing E. coli isolated from 

chicken, the prevalence of virulence factors, such as eaeA, iss, iucD, Tsh, etc., was more frequent 

among E. coli phylogroups B2 and D (16%) compared to phylogroups A and B1 (10%) (41). In 

an analysis of the distribution of phylogroups and virulence factors in E. coli isolates from 

diarrheic cattle, the number of virulence factors was significantly higher in phylogroup B1 than 

phylogroups A and D (42). Virulence factors associated with type III secretion system effectors, 

toxins, hemolysin, adhesins (FanA, Fim41, Efa1, ToxB), and the plasmid-encoded catalase KatP 

were only associated with phylogroup B1. Conversely, virulence factors associated with adhesins 

(IpfA, PrfB/PapB, Iha, F17, H), bacteriocin, and siderophore receptors were mainly found in 

phylogroups A and D. Other studies found virulence factors to be highest among phylogroups B1 

and E from diarrhea in dogs (43) and a higher number of virulence genes in isolates from 

phylogroup B2 in turkeys with airsacculitis (44). Thus, in general, virulence factors and the 

number of virulence factors differs between phylogroups, as well as the source of isolation. 
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Virulence of E. coli involved in UTIs is influenced by attachment and the ability to form 

biofilms, with greater biofilm formation increasing resistance to antibiotics and prolonging 

infections (45–47). As a phylogroup associated with UTIs, biofilm formation in phylogroup D 

impacts its virulence. Soil habitats, with the high variability in the environmental conditions, 

select for traits that increase persistence (48, 49). Biofilm formation is a trait that can increase 

persistence, thus soil environments may select for greater biofilm formers. It has been shown that 

the genetic structure of phylogroup D E. coli is influenced more by soil environments than any 

other phylogroup (3), which could possibly give them an advantage to survival and persistence in 

soil habitats. This may lead to a selection for greater biofilm formers of phylogroup D E. coli in 

soil environments. Such selection of greater biofilm formation can be detrimental to human 

health if the selection occurs in UTI-causing isolates that may later infect the human population. 

Thus, it is of importance to understand the conditions of soil environments that increase 

persistence in E. coli. 

Environmental stressors in soil 

 Soil habitats pose a separate set of stresses to E. coli compared to the gastrointestinal 

environment. For example, one of the main stresses E. coli can face in the gastrointestinal 

environment is the high acidity of the stomach. However, pH in soils is not consistent among 

locations and ranges in acidity and alkalinity. Temperature may also fluctuate, exposing bacteria 

to low temperature stress in contrast to the consistent warmer temperatures of the intestines. 

Other factors that impose stresses on E. coli are 1) varying levels of oxygen, which may lead to 

oxidative stress; 2) generally low levels of simple carbon sources, making energy acquisition 

difficult; 3) varying levels of osmolarity, which can lead to desiccation stress; and 4) possible 

exposure to toxins (8, 50, 51). Along with variation in nutrients and resources, E. coli can also be 
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exposed to predators, such as the amoeba Dictyostelium discoideum (52, 53). This creates a 

highly variable environment in which stressful conditions can influence the survival of bacteria 

present. Therefore, bacteria must have mechanisms in place to protect themselves from stresses 

and predation as well as compete with other microbes for resources. A mechanism of interest is 

biofilm formation. 

Biofilm formation as a survival/resistance trait in E. coli  

 A biofilm is a protective structure produced by E. coli when they grow in close proximity 

to each other while forming a matrix of extracellular polymeric substances (EPS). Biofilms form 

a barrier that protects E. coli by preventing predators, antimicrobial agents, or other bacteria 

from penetrating into the biofilms and can buffer against environmental changes (54). Formation 

starts with a microbe entering a new area, either through dispersal or motility, and initially 

attaching itself using flagella through a physiochemical or electrostatic interaction with a free 

surface. The bacteria further their attachment using fimbriae and curli in either a specific or non-

specific interaction with the surface. Attachment to abiotic surfaces are usually non-specific but 

attachment to biotic surfaces often require a specific receptor-ligand binding interaction (55).  

The E. coli then proliferate to form microcolonies and produce and secrete EPS, the composition 

of which varies among species and is produced for the maturation of biofilms. EPS is mostly 

made up of polysaccharides and proteins but can also contain lipids and nucleic acids. For E. 

coli, a main component of EPS is usually colanic acid, which is made up of repeating subunits of 

simple sugars with O-acetyl and pyruvyl side chains (56, 57). Another main component of EPS 

in E. coli is cellulose, a polysaccharide of linked D-glucose molecules that forms early in biofilm 

formation (58, 59). Cellulose is paired with curli production to strengthen biofilm formation and 

attachment (60, 61). It is thought that cellulose production decreases flagella activity by the 
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binding of cellulose fibers around flagella and increasing attachment (62). Maturation of the 

biofilm is also influenced by quorum sensing. Once a certain density is reached, the mature 

biofilm releases a secondary messenger molecule that signals the dispersal of bacteria to swim to 

a new location to form another biofilm (59).  

 Regulation of E. coli biofilm formation is complex and accomplished by regulating genes 

for motility and attachment. Motility is involved in the dispersal of bacteria to new locations 

where they can form new biofilms, an important first step in the biofilm formation process, 

though the need for motility to form biofilms is dependent on the environment (63, 64). It was 

found that some E. coli strains with greater motility were able to form denser biofilms. However, 

cells transition from a motile to a sessile lifestyle once biofilm formation starts, and a change in 

motility to attachment factors takes place (65). 

Motility is dependent on the presence and activity of flagella. The direction the bacteria 

moves is dependent on the ‘run and tumble’ motion of the flagella and can change based on 

chemotaxis signals the bacteria receive. The run motion consists of the left-handed helical 

filaments of flagella bundling together and rotating in a counterclockwise direction to propel the 

E. coli forward. The tumble motion is when one or more of the flagella motors switch rotational 

direction, leading to the E. coli to turn or ‘tumble’ (66). Flagellar production is controlled by the 

master regulator flhDC (67, 68). It is thought that flagella aid in the attachment to abiotic 

surfaces by their ability to penetrate crevices and other subsurface features that are not accessible 

to the bacterial bodies (69). Attachment factors used in the adherence of bacteria to surfaces for 

biofilms to form include curli, type IV pili, and type I fimbriae (70–72). These have rod-like 

structures and aid in the attachment of E. coli to surfaces through physiochemical interactions 

with the surface. Curli are fimbrial structures made up of functional amyloids involved in initial 
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and permanent attachment (55). Production of curli in E. coli is controlled by the regulator csgD, 

which also plays a role in cellulose production (71). Type IV pili are long thin filaments made up 

of pilin protein. Type I fimbriae are essential for permanent attachment to surfaces during 

biofilm formation and are attributed to virulence and increased persistence of E. coli in urinary 

tract infections (59, 72–74).  

Both motility and attachment factors in E. coli are influenced by the secondary messenger 

molecule cyclic-di-GMP. Cyclic-di-GMP is produced through the activity of diguanylate 

cyclases and is degraded by phosphodiesterases (75). It plays a role in biofilm formation by 

upregulating csgD, which leads to increased curli and cellulose production, and upregulating 

ycgR, a gene that inhibits flagellar production (75–77). Increased expression of the flagellar 

master regulator flhDC upregulates phosphodiesterase activity and decreases c-di-GMP 

production, leading to a decrease in attachment factors (76–78). Thus, an increase in motility 

factors leads to a decrease in attachment factors and vice versa, leading to a switch from a motile 

lifestyle to a sessile lifestyle during biofilm formation, of which c-di-GMP plays a key role. 

Overall, genes involved in motility can have a negative impact on genes involved in attachment, 

which are required for greater biofilm formation.  

Biofilm formation is also influenced by some environmental factors, such as temperature 

and some chemical components, due to their impact on motility or attachment factors. For 

example, lower temperatures have been shown to increase expression of csgA in E. coli, a gene 

involved in the structure of curli during production, mlrA, which promotes csgD expression, and 

yaiC, a diguanylate cyclase that plays a role in EPS production (71, 79). It is possible that this 

may have an increase in biofilm formation of bacteria, though lower growth rates at lower 

temperatures may inhibit biofilms. This has also not been demonstrated in culture, thus the exact 
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effect on biofilm formation is yet to be quantified. In some Gram-negative bacteria, including 

several strains of Xylella fastidiosa and Pseudomonas fluorescens, greater concentrations of 

calcium and magnesium have been shown to increase biofilm formation (80, 81). It is possible 

that calcium and magnesium’s positive charge as ions helps the extracellular matrix of biofilms 

to bind to negatively charged surfaces and aid in attachment (80, 81).  

Due to the variability of factors such as temperature, nutrients, chemical components, etc. 

in soil environments, and the influence they may have on biofilm formation, it is important to 

consider the impact of these factors when analyzing biofilm formation as a survival trait for E. 

coli in soil environments. Such environmental variability may select differing traits among 

bacteria. However, genetic variation also plays a role in traits that affect biofilm formed and 

should be analyzed when determining the factors that affect biofilm formation in an 

environment.  

Microbial GWAS and genotype-phenotype associations  

 Understanding the origins of phenotypic variation and the role it plays in the survival and 

persistence of an organism in an environment requires evaluating the genomic variability that 

leads to such differences in phenotypes. This can be done by determining genotype-phenotype 

associations, as found through a genome-wide association study (GWAS) (82, 83). GWAS starts 

with obtaining the genomic sequences of the organisms in question and annotating them, usually 

using an online service such as RAST, which utilizes a collection of known subsystems to 

compare against and annotate genomes (84). Further annotation of genomes usually involves 

identifying the core metabolic genes as well as genes that belong to the accessory genome. This 

can be done using a pan-genome analysis through software such as Roary. Roary takes an 

annotated assembly and converts it to protein sequences with partial sequences filtered out using 
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CD-HIT. An all-against-all BLASTP is run against the filtered protein sequences with a defined 

percentage sequence identity and are then clustered using MCL. Homologous groups determined 

to contain paralogs are separated into groups of true orthologs (85). Identification of single 

nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and small insertion/deletion events (indels) can then be 

identified by comparing sequences against a reference. Programs that can be used to do this 

include GATK and kSNP3, which use different methods to call SNPs. GATK works by calling 

variants from genomes that have been mapped to a reference genome and then filtering out those 

variants that are not suitable for the data analysis, i.e. do not have reliable coverage, are at too 

high or too low frequencies, etc., in order to avoid false positives (86). kSNP3 works by 

identifying SNPs based on k-mer analysis. A central base k-mer frequency distribution is used to 

filter out k-mers that would result in allele conflicts. K-mers are then compared across genomes 

to find SNP loci (87).  

Once variants have been called, they can be compared with a trait of interest to determine 

genotype-phenotype associations. The phenotypes of all isolates in the analysis must be 

measured under the same conditions before this can take place. Association analyses are 

dependent on the data to be analyzed. For normally distributed data, a Student’s t-test or 

ANOVA can be used, and their respective non-parametric counterparts for non-normally 

distributed data (Mann-Whitney U and Kruskal-Wallis tests, respectively) (88). If the data is 

continuous, a Pearson’s chi-squared test and Kendall tau rank correlation coefficient or 

Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient is used for normally distributed and non-normally 

distributed data, respectively (88). If the number of genotypic variables is much larger than the 

number of isolates or strains, it is more suitable to use a machine learning algorithm to determine 

the importance of variants since there is a higher chance of fitting the function for individual 
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genomes too closely to the set data points used to set up the conceptual model for predicting 

outcomes, a process called overfitting or overtraining the data, and ends up decreasing its 

predictive power (88, 89). Machine learning methods, such as random forest, work by using data 

to ‘train’ the algorithm to predict and analyze the importance of genotypic variables (90). That 

importance can then be used to filter out variables that do not directly contribute to accurately 

predicting the phenotype.  

In the past, GWAS has been used to determine the correlation of genetic variants with 

specific traits in individuals. Due to the effect these genetic variants have on genotypes and their 

subsequent phenotypes, they are important to identify when determining the roles genetics plays 

in specific traits in bacteria. An example would be how mutations lead to changes in the genome 

and bacteria traits. Mutations can either change the amino acid sequence (non-synonymous) or 

not change the amino acid sequence (synonymous). Synonymous mutations change codons and 

subsequent tRNA used for peptide formation, which can impact gene expression due to 

differences in concentrations of different tRNAs in the cell. Mutations can be either beneficial, 

harmful, or have no overall effect. Such genetic changes can lead to changes in the phenotype, 

possibly increasing adaptability through those traits. An example of this can be seen in a study 

where GWAS was used to determine a mutation of the rpoB gene in Staphylococcus aureus that 

increased vancomycin resistance (91). Another example includes a study that analyzed 

Streptococcus pneumoniae beta-lactam antibiotic resistance, where it was determined through 

GWAS several SNPs and indels that conferred beta-lactam non-susceptibility. These included 

genes involved in peptidoglycan biosynthesis, penicillin binding proteins, and cell wall 

biogenesis (92). Other genetic variants include indels, which can lead to frameshifts in the 

genetic code. Such events can change large swaths of the amino acid sequence, possibly leading 
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to a change in the expression of the gene, such as a loss of functionality. Gene acquisition/loss 

events can also have an impact on subsequent phenotypes. For example, in a study on host 

specificity in Campylobacter sp., it was found that host adaptation was influenced by the 

gain/loss of the panBCD gene that encode vitamin B5 biosynthesis (93). Other examples where 

GWAS has been utilized as a means of determining the effects of genetic variants on phenotypes 

include a study that determined antibiotic resistance traits in Mycobacterium tuberculosis, as 

well as studies analyzing associations in other species, like artemisinin-drug resistance in 

Plasmodium falciparum and heart-disease in humans (83, 94, 95).  

Associations between genotypes and phenotypes of interest can be determined if the 

phenotypes can be adequately characterized. This includes antibiotic resistance, association with 

disease, and survival traits such as biofilm formation. For biofilms, it could be possible that 

genetic variations in traits that are directly related to biofilm structure and regulation may have 

the greatest impact on differences in phenotypes, such as those involved in adhesion and 

motility. In a GWAS study on Campylobacter jejuni biofilm formation, genes that were found to 

have a robust association with biofilm formation included genes involved in adhesion and 

motility, as well as glycosylation, capsule production, and oxidative stress (96).  

In each of these examples of GWAS studies, the analysis was based on categorical 

phenotypes. Analysis can be conducted with continuous phenotypes as well, through the use of a 

logistic regression analysis to predict the importance of variants and their effect on the phenotype 

of interest (97). Using a GWAS analysis, the genetic variants that play the greatest role in 

biofilm formation among E. coli could be analyzed, as this has yet to be determined.  
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Rationale 

Due to the role biofilms may have on the persistence of E. coli in soil and the possibility 

of reservoirs for virulence and antibiotic resistance, it is important to understand the mechanisms 

that take place in the formation of biofilms in soil environments. Since genetic variation plays a 

significant role in the variation of traits that may increase or decrease biofilm formation, and thus 

survival and persistence of E. coli, it is important to determine the genetic variability between E. 

coli isolates and the differences in phenotypes that comes from that variability. Thus, the main 

question we wanted to address was, “What is the variability that exists in biofilm formation of 

phylogroup D E. coli isolates from surface soils in terms of genotypes and their associated 

phenotypes and how does this variability affect biofilm formation in these isolates?” To do this, 

we will measure biofilm density of a collection of phylogroup D E. coli isolates that have been 

sampled from soils and conduct a GWAS analysis to determine what genetic variants play the 

greatest role in biofilm formation. Also, since specific environmental conditions may influence 

biofilm formation, we will analyze any effect the conditions of the soil environment from which 

the isolates were sampled may play in influencing biofilm formation. One specific condition we 

are most interested in is the lower temperature of soil environments and how this may influence 

biofilm formation and subsequent survival. Thus, we ask what is the difference in biofilm density 

at optimal and low temperatures and what genetic variants play the greatest role in biofilm 

formation at low temperatures? 
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CHAPTER 2: BIOFILM FORMATION OF ESCHERICHIA COLI FROM SURFACE 

SOILS IS INFLUENCED BY VARIATION IN CELL ENVELOPE, IRON 

METABOLISM, AND ATTACHMENT FACTOR GENES 

Introduction 

It has been suggested that extrahost environments select for persistence in E. coli, and the 

variability of these environments may be a key factor in the biodiversity of the species (49, 98, 

99). The survival of E. coli in extrahost environments, such as surface soils, can be influenced by 

the ability to form biofilms. Biofilms are produced in response to stressful conditions, such as 

those found in soil environments, including low temperatures, extreme pH levels, and to protect 

against predation, toxins, and aid in competition against other microbes (3, 54, 64, 100, 101). 

Biofilms have been shown to increase survival in extrahost environments, as seen in increased 

persistence of E. coli O157:H7 in sand with the formation of biofilms (102) and increased 

resistance to bacteriophages and amoeba predation in open environments, or environments that 

are influenced by its surroundings and factors moving into and out of the system (103).  

 E. coli phylogroups (A, B1, B2, C, D, E, F, and Clade I) (7, 33) vary by the habitats from 

where they are commonly isolated, such as soils (phylogroup B1) (3), surfaces of plants 

(phylogroups B1 and D) (37), surface water (phylogroup A) (36), and human hosts (phylogroups 

B2 and A) (1). Variation in biofilm production is associated with the source of isolation. For 

example, a study on biofilm formation from animal-associated and plant-associated E. coli 

isolates found that the plant-associated isolates produced greater biofilms than animal-associated 

isolates (37). Thus, extrahost environments select for traits that increase biofilm formation in E. 

coli. This is important since soil environments can become reservoirs for transmission of 

virulence between strains (8). Virulent E. coli strains from phylogroup D have been commonly 
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found among urinary tract infections as well as bacteraemia infections, making it a phylogroup 

of interest (39, 40). Soil environments have also shown to have the greatest influence on the 

genetic structure of phylogroup D E. coli than any other phylogroup (3), which could possibly 

give them an advantage to surviving in soils.  

Although it has been well established that E. coli produces biofilms to survive abiotic and 

biotic environmental stressors, it remains unknown the extent to which variation in biofilm 

formation among isolates affects survival in soil environments. We sought to answer the research 

question of what genetic traits increase or decrease biofilm formation in phylogroup D E. coli 

isolates from surface soils, due to the biodiversity that soil environments select for, and is 

biofilm formation associated with the soil environment? Also, what effect does variability in soil 

environments have on biofilm production? To answer this question, we conducted environmental 

and genome-wide association studies (GWAS) with the following objectives: to determine the 

trait diversity in biofilm formation among phylogroup D E. coli isolates, to compare biofilm 

phenotypes with soil environmental conditions, and to determine what genetic variants played 

the greatest role in biofilm formation among the isolates. 

Results 

Biofilm formation of phylogroup D soil isolates.  

A crystal violet assay was used to determine the variation in biofilm formation of each of 

the phylogroup D E. coli soil isolates at the optimal growth temperature of 37°C. Median biofilm 

density (OD600) was 0.4197, with a minimum value of 0.03843 and maximum of 2.013 and a 

coefficient of variation of 65.64% among replicates, indicating a higher level of trait diversity 

among isolates (Fig 1). Since these isolates show such variability in biofilm density, it is possible 

that there is a presence of adaptive variants that are playing a role in increasing biofilm formation 
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and subsequently leading to a possible increase in the chance of survival for E. coli in the soil 

environment.  

 

Figure 1: Rank plot of average biofilm density of isolates grown at 37°C. Biofilm density 

varied among isolates, indicating the possible presence of adaptive variants that are playing a 

role in increasing biofilm formation. 

 

It was hypothesized that biofilm formation at 15°C, which was the average soil 

temperature of the environment from which the E. coli samples were collected, would be greater 

than biofilm formation at 37°C. A crystal violet assay was used to measure biofilm density of the 

E. coli isolates at 15°C. Median biofilm density (OD600) was 0.3333, with a minimum of 0.0363 

and maximum of 2.8768 and a coefficient of variance among replicates of 119.34%, again 

indicating a higher level of trait diversity among isolates. Biofilm density at 37°C and 15°C was 

compared with each other to determine under which conditions biofilm formation was greater. 

Homogeneity of variance was measured using a Levene’s Test, with variance being greater at 

15°C (p-value = 1.056e-06), suggesting that 15°C is a more stressful environment than 37°C. A 
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paired Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon Test was used for the comparison of biofilm density at 15°C 

and 37°C. Isolates grown at 15°C showed no significant difference in median biofilm density 

than isolates grown at 37°C (p-value = 0.574). This suggested that 15°C does not affect biofilm 

density in comparison with 37°C.  

Biofilm density was normalized for growth OD600 to analyze the effect growth had on 

biofilm density. Isolates were grown for the same amount of time as for the CV assay, and OD600 

measured to determine growth. A paired Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test was used to compare 

median growth at 37°C and 15°C, with 37°C having about 44% higher median growth (p-value < 

2.2e-16). A paired Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon Test was used for the comparison of the ratio of 

biofilm density to growth at 15°C and 37°C, with the median ratio about 21% greater at 15°C 

than at 37°C (p-value =1.378e-07) (Fig 2). Therefore, growth is less at 15°C compared to 37°C, 

but the ratio of biofilm to growth is greater. Thus, isolates are growing less at 15°C but 

producing more biofilm per unit growth, indicating that 15°C is selecting for greater biofilm 

density per unit growth among our isolates, possibly due to the stress of low temperature.  
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Figure 2: Comparison of ratio of biofilm density to growth between phylogroup D E. coli 

isolates from soil at 37°C and 15°C. Biofilm density was found to be not significantly different 

at 37°C and 15°C (p-value = 0.574) with growth about 44% greater at 37°C (p-value < 2.2e-16), 

thus comparative biofilm density to growth was about 21% greater at 15°C (p-value =1.378e-07). 

This indicates that isolates were growing less at 15°C but producing more biofilm per unit 

growth.  

 

Viable plate counts were performed on 48 randomly selected isolates from the biofilms 

formed at both 37°C and 15°C. The number of colony forming units (CFU) per mL was log 

transformed before comparing the average log10 CFU mL-1 at 37°C and 15°C using a paired t-

test. There was no significant difference in the average log10 CFU mL-1 of isolates at 37°C and 

15°C (p-value = 0.8999) (Fig 3). Equal viable cell counts but less growth at 15°C suggests that 

cells in culture at 15°C may be smaller in size than at 37°C. 
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Figure 3: Comparison of average log10 CFU mL-1 between phylogroup D E. coli isolates at 

37°C and 15°C. Viable plate counts found no significant difference in the average log10 CFU 

mL-1 of isolates at 37°C and 15°C (p-value = 0.8999). Equal viable cell counts but less growth at 

15°C suggests that cells in culture at 15°C may be smaller in size than at 37°C. 

 

Associations between biofilm density phenotypes and soil environment characteristics.  

Soil environment characteristics were compared with biofilm density to determine any 

possible effects the environment may have had on biofilms. Of the different soil characteristics 

analyzed, only soil moisture, pH, and calcium levels were significantly associated with biofilm 

density. Soil moisture, with levels categorized as dry, moist, or saturated, was found to tend to 

increase as biofilm density increased (Fig 4). A Chi-square test showed that when comparing soil 

moisture with biofilm density groups, there was a significant difference in the biofilm density 

groups among the dry soils and the moist and saturated soils (p-value = 0.02446), with biofilm 

density groups tending to be greater, respectively. Average biofilm density of isolates from the 

moist and saturated soils was about 19% greater than average biofilm density of isolates from the 
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dry soils. This shows that biofilm formation is lower in isolates from dry soils, suggesting that 

moist soils select for greater biofilm formation.   

 
Figure 4: Comparison of biofilm densities of phylogroup D E. coli isolates among various 

soil moisture levels. Soil moisture was found to tend to increase as biofilm density increased. 

When comparing soil moisture with biofilm density groups, there was a significant difference in 

the biofilm density groups among the dry soils and the moist and saturated soils (p-value = 

0.02446), with biofilm density groups tending to be greater, respectively. The average biofilm 

density of isolates from the moist and saturated soils was about 19% greater than average biofilm 

density of isolates from the dry soils. This suggests that biofilm formation is lower in isolates 

from dry soils.  

 

 A cumulative logistic regression was used to determine the change in frequency of 

biofilm density groups when compared to calcium and pH levels of the soils from which the 

isolates were sampled. It was found that, as pH levels increased, the frequency of higher biofilm 
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density groups, and subsequently greater biofilm formers, increased as well (p-value < 0.05) (Fig 

5A). This was found with soil calcium as well (p-value < 0.05) (Fig 5B). Soil pH and calcium 

levels were moderately correlated with each other (Pearson correlation test, r=0.42, p-value < 

0.05) (Fig 5C). These results suggested that soils with higher pH and calcium levels select for 

greater biofilm formation.  
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Figure 5: Comparison of soil pH and calcium level to biofilm density group of phylogroup 

D E. coli isolates. A) As pH levels increased, the frequency of higher biofilm density groups, 

and subsequently greater biofilm formers, increased as well (p-value < 0.05). B) As calcium 

levels increased, the frequency of higher biofilm density groups, and subsequently greater 

biofilm formers, increased as well (p-value < 0.05). C) Soil pH and calcium levels were 

moderately correlated with each other (Pearson correlation test, r=0.42), which may suggest that 

only one factor is ultimately leading to the increase in biofilm formation. 
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Different environments are known to have an impact on biofilm formation, so the biofilm 

densities of phylogroup D E. coli isolates from fecal and soil samples were compared (Fig 6). A 

CV assay was conducted on 96 randomly chosen fecal isolates and 82 randomly chosen soil 

isolates at 37°C and the OD600 values compared. We found that isolates taken from soil samples 

were on average 18% greater than fecal isolates (t-test, p-value = 0.04302). This suggests that 

soil environments may be selecting for greater biofilm formation. However, when biofilm 

density of the soil and fecal samples were compared at 15°C, there was no significant difference 

(t-test, p-value = 0.337). So, while the soil isolates may have an adaptive advantage with biofilm 

formation over the fecal isolates, it is only at 37°C. 
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Figure 6: Comparison of biofilm density between phylogroup D E. coli isolates from fecal 

and soil samples. Isolates taken from soil samples were on average 18% greater than fecal 

isolates (p-value = 0.04302), suggesting that soil environments may be selecting for greater 

biofilm formation. 

 

GWAS. 

Differences in genetic variants conferring a specific trait play a role in variation of 

phenotypes and may aid or be detrimental to bacteria in an environment. A genome-wide 

association study was conducted to determine which genetic variants among the phylogroup D E. 

coli genomes had the greatest effect on biofilm formation. Variants were first determined using 

GATK and kSNP3. After comparing agreements in SNP identification among the two programs 

and filtering out redundant or extremely rare variants that would be prone to promote false 
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positives, GATK and kSNP3 agreed on 10,753 SNPs from our genomes. A Jaccard Similarity 

test was used to cluster variants that were similarly present/absent across the genomes into 

groups termed ‘mosaics’. A total of 1,316 mosaics were identified among our SNPs. Logistic 

regression was used to determine the significance of SNPs and mosaics on their effect on biofilm 

formation at 15°C and 37°C. The phylogeny on core genome alignment using ClonalFrameML 

identified a total of seven different phylogroup D clades, or a group of genetically similar 

isolates sharing a common early divergence point, among the 277 E. coli genomes analyzed (Fig 

7). This was used in the logistic regression to correct for phylogenetic distance between isolates. 

After filtering out variants based on FDR q-values of < 0.05, a total of 91 and 577 significant 

variants were found for biofilm formation at 37°C and 15°C, respectively. Of those variants, a 

total of 13 mosaics were found to be significant for 37°C and 43 mosaics for 15°C.   

Biofilm formation of the isolates varied between clades. The greatest variation existed 

with clades 1 and 3. Clade 1 had the greatest proportion of low biofilm formers at 37°C, with 

26% of the isolates categorized as low biofilm formers. Clade 3 had the greatest proportion of 

high biofilm formers at 37°C, with 38% of the isolates categorized as high biofilm formers.  
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Figure 7: Phylogeny of the phylogroup D E. coli genomes based on core genome 

relatedness. Of the phylogroup D E. coli, a total of seven different clades were identified. 

Phylogeny tree was generated using RAxML and the figure generated using iTOL. 

 

The presence or absence of genetic variants that were associated with biofilm formation 

differed between clades, especially clades 1 and 3. For variants associated with an effect at 37°C, 

clade 1 had more variants that were associated with a negative effect on biofilm density than a 

positive effect (Fig 8). Clade 3 had more variants that were associated with a positive effect on 

biofilm density than a negative effect (Fig 8). For variants associated with an effect on biofilm 

density at 15°C, clade 3 could be separated into two different subgroups (Fig 9). One group 

consisted of isolates that had most of the variants associated with a negative effect on biofilm 
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density and generally had lower biofilm phenotypes. The other group had most of the variants 

associated with a positive effect on biofilm density and generally had higher biofilm phenotypes.  

 

 
 

Figure 8: Difference in presence/absence of variants of possible importance for biofilm 

formation at 37°C among clades. Core gene phylogeny generated by RAxML of the 

phylogroup D isolates is shown in the tree in the middle. The presence/absence of variants and 

their associated function and effect on biofilm formed is shown for all clades. The color scale on 

the outermost ring represents the effect of the variant on biofilm density, with darker color 

representing a greater effect. Clade 1 had the greatest proportion of low biofilm formers at 37°C, 

with 26% of the isolates being categorized as low biofilm formers. Clade 3 had the greatest 

proportion of high biofilm formers at 37°C, with 38% of the isolates being categorized as high 

biofilm formers. The figure was generated using iTOL.  
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Figure 9: Presence/absence of variants of possible importance for biofilm formation at 

15°C among clades. Core gene phylogeny generated by RAxML of the phylogroup D isolates is 

shown in the tree in the middle. The presence/absence of variants and their associated function 

and effect on biofilm formed is shown for all clades. The color scale on the outermost ring 

represents the effect of the variant on biofilm density, with darker color representing a greater 

effect. For variants associated with an effect on biofilm density at 15°C, clade 3 could be 

separated into two different subgroups. One group consisted of isolates that had most of the 

variants associated with a negative effect on biofilm density and generally had lower biofilm 

phenotypes. The other group had most of the variants associated with a positive effect on biofilm 

density and generally had higher biofilm phenotypes. The figure was generated using iTOL. 

 

A total of 46 variants were statistically significant for having an association with biofilm 

density at 37°C (Table A1). Of these variants, 2 were involved in cell division, 3 involved in 

DNA repair, 9 involved in cell envelope formation and structure, 14 involved in biosynthesis of 

various metabolites, 3 involved in motility, 5 involved in replication, transcription, or translation, 
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1 involved in respiration, 3 involved in stress response, and 6 involved in transportation. The 

most important variants are shown in Table 1.  

Table 1: List of variants that are most important for biofilm formation at 37°C. 

Gene(s) Annotation Location Class Predicted Effect of Variant 
Effect on 

Biofilm 
Function 

nfrA 
Bacteriophage N4 receptor, 

outer membrane protein 
695019 Synonymous Central metabolism 0.222 

Membrane/Cell 

Wall 

amyA Alpha-amylase 2240378 Synonymous 
May reduce biofilm formation 

by degrading EPS 
-0.313 

Membrane/Cell 

Wall 

wecC 
UDP-N-acetyl-D-

mannosamine dehydrogenase 
4458415 Synonymous Membrane biogenesis -0.314 

Membrane/Cell 

Wall 

mltC 
Membrane-bound lytic 

murein transglycosylase C 
3440095 Synonymous Membrane biogenesis -0.358 

Membrane/Cell 
Wall 

ldcC Lysine decarboxylase 2 213544 Missense Helps regulate periplasmic pH 0.288 
Metabolite 

Biosynthesis 

ldcC Lysine decarboxylase 2 213555 Synonymous Helps regulate periplasmic pH 0.288 
Metabolite 

Biosynthesis 

gabD 
Succinate-semialdehyde 
dehydrogenase (NADP ) 

3095058 Synonymous 

Upregulation of succinate 

dehydrogenase leads to increase 

in biofilm formation 

0.243 
Metabolite 

Biosynthesis 

gabD 
Succinate-semialdehyde 
dehydrogenase (NADP ) 

3095001 Synonymous 

Upregulation of succinate 

dehydrogenase leads to increase 

in biofilm formation 

0.243 
Metabolite 

Biosynthesis 

ycgR 
Molecular brake that 

regulates flagellar motility in 

response to c-di-GMP 

1492833 
Intergenic 

Region 

ycgR-ymgE 

Decreases motility 0.300 Motility 

cheY Chemotaxis binding protein 2201461 Synonymous 

Upregulation of motility has 
negative effect on biofilm 

formation after start of 

maturation of biofilm 

-0.248 Motility 

flk 
Putative flagella assembly 

protein 
2737533 Synonymous 

Upregulation of motility has 
negative effect on biofilm 

formation after start of 

maturation of biofilm 

-0.257 Motility 

nadR 

NadR DNA-binding 

transcriptional repressor and 

NMN adenylyltransferase 

5184339 Synonymous May affect expression -0.328 

Replication/ 

Transcription/ 

Translation 

fdoG 
Formate dehydrogenase-O, 

alpha subunit 
4575196 Synonymous Energy metabolism 0.471 Respiration 

degP Serine protease Do 185468 Synonymous 

Increases biofilm formation 

through upregulation of Cpx 
signal transduction pathway 

0.200 Stress Response 

 

For cell envelope formation and structure, enzymes involved in the degradation of 

extracellular polymeric substances (EPS), such as amylase encoded by amyA, have been shown 

to inhibit or disrupt biofilms, leading to a decrease in biofilm formation (104, 105). Some 

variants, such as degP and gabD, are indirectly associated with biofilm formation via the RpoS 

regulon. Overall, the results suggested that cell envelope formation and structure and central 

metabolism had the greatest effects on biofilm density at 37°C. 
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For association with biofilm density at 15°C, a total of 204 variants were statistically 

significant (Table A2). Of these variants, 7 were involved in biofilm formation, 7 involved in 

cell division, 6 involved in DNA repair, 6 involved in iron metabolism, 24 involved in cell 

envelope formation and structure, 49 involved in biosynthesis of various metabolites, 8 involved 

in motility, 1 involved in recombination, 16 involved in replication, transcription, or translation, 

18 involved in respiration, 33 involved in stress response, 5 involved in the TCA cycle, and 24 

involved in transportation. The most important variants are listed in Table 2.  

Table 2: List of variants that are most important for biofilm formation at 15°C. 

Gene(s) Annotation Location Class Predicted Effect of Variant 
Effect on 

Biofilm 
Function 

ybgP Putative fimbrial chaperone 849172 Synonymous Involved in fimbrial attachment 0.202 
Biofilm 

Formation 

yahA 
Phosphodiesterase, c-di-

GMP-specific 
386338 Synonymous 

May decrease biofilm 

formation by decreasing c-di-
GMP 

-0.125 
Biofilm 

Formation 

yjcC 
Putative c-di-GMP-specific 

phosphodiesterase 
4769269 Missense 

Overexpression reduces biofilm 

formation 
-0.131 

Biofilm 

Formation 

yjcC 
Putative c-di-GMP-specific 

phosphodiesterase 
4769251 Missense 

Overexpression reduces biofilm 
formation 

-0.131 
Biofilm 

Formation 

yjcC 
Putative c-di-GMP-specific 

phosphodiesterase 
4769357 Synonymous 

Overexpression reduces biofilm 

formation 
-0.131 

Biofilm 

Formation 

hha 
Haemolysin expression 

modulating protein 
538736 

Intergenic 
Region maa-

hha 

Decreases biofilm formation by 

inhibiting fimbrial genes 
-0.192 

Biofilm 

Formation 

efeO 
Iron uptake system 

component 
1257333 Synonymous 

Involved in iron uptake and 
homeostasis 

0.159 
Iron 

Homeostasis 

entF 
Enterobactin synthase 

component F 
730487 Missense 

Involved in iron uptake and 

homeostasis 
-0.080 

Iron 

Homeostasis 

entF 
Enterobactin synthase 

component F 
729500 Missense 

Involved in iron uptake and 
homeostasis 

-0.090 
Iron 

Homeostasis 

fepE 
Ferric enterobactin 

(enterochelin) transport 
733649 Synonymous 

Involved in iron uptake and 

homeostasis 
-0.107 

Iron 

Homeostasis 

fepE 
Ferric enterobactin 

(enterochelin) transport 
733424 Synonymous 

Involved in iron uptake and 
homeostasis 

-0.115 
Iron 

Homeostasis 

fepE 
Ferric enterobactin 

(enterochelin) transport 
734065 Missense 

Involved in iron uptake and 

homeostasis 
-0.118 

Iron 

Homeostasis 

chbG 
Chito-oligosaccharide mono-

deacetylase 
2050963 Synonymous 

Involved in chitin and glycan 
degradation, by use of 

hydrolase 

-0.433 
Membrane/Cell 

Wall 

dxs 
1-Deoxyxylulose-5-phosphate 

synthase 
497472 Synonymous Central metabolism 0.313 

Metabolite 
biosynthesis 

ansA Asparaginase I 2083908 

Intergenic 

Region 

sppA-ansA 

Central metabolism 0.284 
Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

sppA Protease IV 2083908 

Intergenic 

Region 

sppA-ansA 

Central metabolism 0.284 
Metabolite 

Biosynthesis 

acs 
Acetyl-CoA synthetase 

(AMP-forming) 
4779477 Synonymous Central metabolism 0.269 

Metabolite 
biosynthesis 

kdsD 
D-Arabinose 5-phosphate 

isomerase 
3795168 Synonymous Membrane biogenesis 0.206 

Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

ydjL 
Putative oxidoreductase, Zn-

dependent and NAD(P)-

binding 

2094898 
Intergenic 

Region ydjL-

yeaC 

Central metabolism -0.111 
Metabolite 

biosynthesis 
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Table 2: List of variants that are most important for biofilm formation at 15°C (continued). 

Gene(s) Annotation Location Class Predicted Effect of Variant 
Effect on 

Biofilm 
Function 

adiA 
Biodegradative arginine 

decarboxylase 
4826014 Synonymous 

Plays role in regulating 
intracellular pH 

-0.142 
Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

kdsD 
D-Arabinose 5-phosphate 

isomerase 
3794898 Synonymous Membrane biogenesis -0.219 

Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

otsA 
Trehalose-6-phosphate 

synthase 
2213757 Synonymous Central metabolism -0.256 

Metabolite 
biosynthesis 

lpxB Lipid A disaccharide synthase 206549 Synonymous Membrane biogenesis -0.322 
Metabolite 

Biosynthesis 

carA 
Carbamoyl phosphate 

synthetase 
34921 Synonymous Pyrimidine synthesis -0.328 

Metabolite 
biosynthesis 

ydjL 

Putative oxidoreductase, Zn-

dependent and NAD(P)-
binding 

2093916 Synonymous Central metabolism -0.360 
Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

trg 

Methyl accepting chemotaxis 

protein - 

ribose/galactose/glucose 
sensing 

1686707 Missense 

Upregulation of motility has 

negative effect on biofilm 

formation after start of 
maturation of biofilm 

0.196 Motility 

flgA 

Flagellar biosynthesis; 

assembly of basal-body 

periplasmic P ring 

1295248 Synonymous 

Upregulation of motility has 

negative effect on biofilm 
formation after start of 

maturation of biofilm 

0.179 Motility 

flgJ Peptidoglycan hydrolase 1302736 Synonymous 

Upregulation of motility has 

negative effect on biofilm 
formation after start of 

maturation of biofilm 

-0.110 Motility 

fliL Flagellar biosynthesis 2253464 Synonymous 

Upregulation of motility has 
negative effect on biofilm 

formation after start of 

maturation of biofilm 

-0.123 Motility 

flgA 
Flagellar biosynthesis; 
assembly of basal-body 

periplasmic P ring 

1295200 Synonymous 

Upregulation of motility has 

negative effect on biofilm 

formation after start of 
maturation of biofilm 

-0.124 Motility 

trg 

Methyl accepting chemotaxis 

protein - 

ribose/galactose/glucose 
sensing 

1686176 Synonymous 

Upregulation of motility has 

negative effect on biofilm 

formation after start of 
maturation of biofilm 

-0.173 Motility 

cheY Chemotaxis binding protein 2201446 Synonymous 

Upregulation of motility has 

negative effect on biofilm 
formation after start of 

maturation of biofilm 

-0.176 Motility 

fliG 
Flagellar motor switch protein 

FliG 
2249437 Synonymous 

Upregulation of motility has 

negative effect on biofilm 
formation after start of 

maturation of biofilm 

-0.191 Motility 

rbbA Ribosome-associated ATPase 4074691 Synonymous 

May play a role in regulating 
genes linked to membrane, 

protein synthesis and energy 

metabolism 

-0.188 

Replication/ 

Transcription/ 
Translation 

rbbA Ribosome-associated ATPase 4074681 Synonymous 

May play a role in regulating 

genes linked to membrane, 

protein synthesis and energy 
metabolism 

-0.188 
Replication/ 

Transcription/ 

Translation 

rbbA Ribosome-associated ATPase 4076557 Synonymous 

May play a role in regulating 

genes linked to membrane, 

protein synthesis and energy 
metabolism 

-0.273 
Replication/ 

Transcription/ 

Translation 

groEL Heat shock protein 4856787 Synonymous 

Protects against oxidative 

stresses and essential for 
growth 

0.258 Stress Response 

cpxR 
Transcriptional regulatory 

protein 
4590896 Synonymous 

Induced during cell envelope 

stress, important for biofilm 

formation, but induction by 
stress may indicate conditions 

that decrease biofilms 

-0.157 Stress Response 
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Table 2: List of variants that are most important for biofilm formation at 15°C (continued). 

Gene(s) Annotation Location Class Predicted Effect of Variant 
Effect on 

Biofilm 
Function 

asr Acid shock protein 1904826 
Intergenic 

Region 

ynfM-asr 

Involved in acid resistance, but 
may not be beneficial at low 

temperatures 

-0.159 Stress Response 

gor 
Glutathione reductase 

(NADPH) 
4094001 Synonymous 

Protects against oxidative 
deleterious reactions 

-0.160 Stress Response 

ycfR 
Multiple stress resistance 

protein 
1335677 Synonymous 

Involved in general stress 

response 
-0.161 Stress Response 

dps 

Stationary phase nucleoid 
protein that sequesters Iron 

and protects DNA from 

damage 

994563 Synonymous 

Protects DNA from oxidative 

damage based on sequestration 
of iron ions 

-0.166 Stress Response 

dps 

Stationary phase nucleoid 
protein that sequesters Iron 

and protects DNA from 

damage 

994857 Synonymous 

Protects DNA from oxidative 

damage based on sequestration 
of iron ions 

-0.167 Stress Response 

cpxA Sensor histidine kinase 4589982 Synonymous 

Induced during cell envelope 

stress, important for biofilm 

formation, but induction by 
stress may indicate conditions 

that decrease biofilms 

-0.189 Stress Response 

ydeI Stress response protein 1833499 

Intergenic 

Region 
ydeH-ydeI 

Involved in general stress 

response 
-0.213 Stress Response 

uspG Universal stress protein UP12 756448 Synonymous 
Involved in general stress 

response 
-0.214 Stress Response 

adiC 
AdiC arginine:agmatine 

antiporter 
4821637 Synonymous 

Involved in acid resistance, but 

may not be beneficial at low 

temperatures 

-0.219 Stress Response 

sdhD 
Succinate dehydrogenase 

membrane protein 
855159 Synonymous Central metabolism 0.335 TCA cycle 

sdhD 
Succinate dehydrogenase 

membrane protein 
855321 Synonymous Central metabolism 0.254 TCA cycle 

sdhA 
Succinate dehydrogenase 

flavoprotein 
856595 Synonymous Central metabolism 0.195 TCA cycle 

sdhC 
Succinate dehydrogenase 

membrane protein 
854792 Missense Central metabolism -0.279 TCA Cycle 

ybbL 
Putative transporter subunit: 
ATP-binding component of 

ABC superfamily protein 

603519 Synonymous Transportation of metabolites 0.282 Transportation 

kefB K  : H  antiporter KefB 3910378 Synonymous Transportation of metabolites 0.237 Transportation 

ybaJ YbaL CPA2 transporter 560016 Synonymous Transportation of metabolites 0.182 Transportation 

ybbL 

Putative transporter subunit: 

ATP-binding component of 
ABC superfamily protein 

603243 Synonymous Transportation of metabolites -0.162 Transportation 

gadC 
Glutamic acid:4-

aminobutyrate antiporter 
1767540 Synonymous Transportation of metabolites -0.212 Transportation 

zntB Zinc transport protein 1646137 Synonymous 
Low zinc levels can inhibit 

biofilm formation 
-0.386 Transportation 

 

The results suggest that iron metabolism and stress response play a greater role in biofilm 

formation at 15°C than at 37°C. It is also shown that variants involved in motility or attachment 

were of importance for biofilm formation at both 37°C and 15°C (Fig 10). Variants involved in 

motility tended to have a negative effect on biofilm density while variants involved in attachment 
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tended to have a positive effect on biofilm density. This suggests that attachment factors are 

advantageous for biofilm formation and that motility may not be as required under these 

conditions to form greater biofilms. 

 
Figure 10: Variants that effect motility or attachment factors and their effect on biofilm 

formation at 37°C and 15°C. A number of important variants were involved in motility or 

attachment at both 37°C and 15°C. Variants that had an effect on biofilm density at 37°C are 

colored in gray and variants that had an effect at 15°C are colored in black. Variants involved in 

promoting motility had a negative effect on biofilm formed and variants involved in attachment 

factors, regulation of biofilm formation, or inhibition of motility had a positive effect on biofilm 

formed. 

 

Discussion 

Some soil environments may select for enhanced biofilm formation.  

The biphasic lifestyle of E. coli makes understanding the survival and persistence in soil 

environments of importance when studying ecology of E. coli. Soil environments compared to 

the host environment are more variable in stresses present, leading to a pressure on E. coli to 

diversify. When analyzing the survival and persistence of bacteria in the soil environment, it is 

essential to consider the variability in soil characteristics that may influence biofilm formation. 
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Our results showed that of the environmental conditions of the soils from which the isolates were 

sampled, only pH, calcium, and moisture showed any significant association with density of 

biofilms in culture. Past studies have attributed an increase in biofilm formation to higher 

calcium levels among some Gram-negative bacteria (80, 106–108). It is thought that calcium-

binding proteins play a role in bacterial adhesion to a surface and that calcium can act as an ionic 

cross-bridging molecule for negatively charged polysaccharides (80, 106). Calcium is also 

thought to possibly be used as a signaling molecule for gene expression during biofilm-

associated growth and regulation of channels and transporters (107). Along with this, it is 

possible that the association with increased biofilm formation and higher pH levels may be a 

product of calcium levels.  

Higher moisture levels have also shown to increase biofilm formation in E. coli. 

Increased moisture levels have been attributed to longer persistence and survival of E. coli in 

soils, due to the E. coli meeting their water requirements (109). An increase in motility, which 

plays an important role in the first stages of biofilm formation, has been attributed to an increase 

in moisture (63). Our results fit what has been observed in the past, but it is unclear the exact 

mechanism that is selecting for increased biofilm formation with greater moisture. Perhaps 

greater moisture is selecting for bacteria with greater motility, possibly increasing their ability to 

spread and colonize more surfaces, where biofilm formation is then beneficial.  

Biofilm formation may be influenced by stress from lower temperatures in soils. This 

stems from the balance between nutrient utilization and stress tolerance, or SPANC balance 

(self-preservation and nutrient competence). E. coli with greater stress tolerance had lower 

utilization of nutrients and vice versa, as controlled by regulation of RpoS (110). Enhanced 
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nutrient utilization can lead to an increase in growth (110, 111), thus possibly increasing biofilm 

formation.  

Our results indicated that biofilm formed per unit growth was greater at 15°C than at 

37°C. Past studies have shown that low temperatures may increase gene expression of genes 

involved in attachment of E. coli, such as csgA which codes for curli production, and crl which 

enhances expression of the csgBA operon and is known to be more stable at lower temperatures 

(79, 112). Interestingly, the equal number of viable CFU at 37°C suggests that cells grown at 

15°C may have less volume than those grown at 37°C. This change in cell shape at low 

temperature has been observed before, with E. coli grown at 22°C compared to 42°C having cells 

that were shorter and thicker, with slightly less cell volume (113).  

A past study showed that growing E. coli in glucose defined minimal media alone does 

not produce visible biofilm as measured using a CV assay, and required the addition of casamino 

acids (72). Indeed, this was shown in our isolates as well, with an addition of 0.5% CAA added 

to the GDMM to produce visible biofilms. It is possible that the CAA provided additional amino 

acids for use by E. coli for biofilm formation, thus possibly decreasing the energy expended by 

E. coli during central metabolism to produce the required amino acids and increasing biofilm 

formed. The large number of variants involved in central metabolism influencing biofilm formed 

at both 37°C and 15°C, for example variants involved in regulation and production of products in 

the TCA cycle, suggests that mechanisms influencing central metabolism are important for 

impacting biofilm formed.  
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Variants involved in cell envelope formation and structure were associated with control of 

biofilm formed at 37°C due to influencing adhesion ability.  

Hydrophobicity of the cell surface is known to influence adhesion ability and increase 

attachment to surfaces, especially surfaces that are hydrophobic (114–116). Different 

polysaccharides and membrane proteins can influence this hydrophobicity (117–119). Our 

results indicate that variants involved in cell envelope structure and biosynthesis are associated 

with some of the greatest effects on biofilm density at 37°C.  

Stress response also plays a role in regulating the cell envelope, such as with the CpxA-

CpxR two-component signal transduction system that controls genes involved in the folding and 

degradation of proteins during cell envelope formation (120). This includes up-regulation of 

degP, which serves as a chaperone to eliminate misfolded outer-membrane proteins (121) and 

whose mutants are known to lead to a decrease in biofilm formation (122). Our results show that 

degP was associated with a positive effect on biofilm density at 37°C. 

 Another function that may influence cell envelope hydrophobicity, and thus biofilms, 

includes cell division. Higher levels of cell division and growth rate have shown a decrease in 

surface hydrophobicity (123), thus decreasing adhesion ability. Our results show that variants 

involved in cell division were associated with a negative effect on biofilm density at 37°C. 

However, this is more likely a growth effect than an adhesion effect due to cell division being the 

cause of the effect. 

Variants involved in stress response and iron acquisition were associated with biofilm formed 

at 15°C due to mutations and effects of oxidative stress.  

E. coli has several stress responses that take place to protect the bacteria from harmful 

conditions, such as highly acidic or alkaline pH, temperature stress, oxidative stress, etc. (49, 
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124–126). Surprisingly, most identified variants involved in stress response were associated with 

a negative effect on biofilm density at 15°C, which may be due to the SPANC balance between 

stress response and nutrient utilization. These stress variants were involved in acid resistance, 

oxidative stress response, or general stress response. Past studies have shown that the 

transcription of a number of acid-resistance genes are down-regulated during biofilm formation, 

but the exact mechanism is not currently well understood (127–130). For example, the signaling 

molecule AI-2, a quorum sensing molecule that increases biofilm formation (130), has been 

shown to repress gadABC (131), which are genes involved in protection against highly acidic 

conditions (132). Our results show that variants in gadC was associated with a decrease in 

biofilm formed at 15°C. Some other oxidative and general stress response genes have been 

shown to be linked with acid resistance as well. This includes ycfR, a multiple stress resistance 

protein that may decrease biofilm formation by repressing cell-cell interactions and cell surface 

interactions as well as decreasing indole synthesis (133).  

Some oxidative and general stress responses are linked with iron acquisition, including 

dps and uspG (134, 135). Iron is an important molecule utilized by bacteria in metabolic 

pathways including the tricarboxylic acid cycle, respiration, DNA synthesis, and synthesis of 

metabolites (136). However, the use of iron imposes a set of challenges. Iron is poorly soluble, 

especially at higher pH, thus making uptake more difficult. It is also toxic at high concentrations 

within the cell, leading to hydroxyl radical formation that can lead to DNA damage (137). Our 

results indicate that variants involved in iron acquisition and homeostasis are mostly associated 

with a negative effect on biofilm density at 15°C. Three of the five enterobactin iron transport 

variants, entF and fepE, are missense mutations. While it is unknown the exact effect of these 

mutations, a change in the functions of these genes may have taken place, leading to a possible 
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decrease in cellular iron content or the possibility of damage by redox radicals. Previous studies 

have shown that enterobactin is used in oxidative stress response and mutations in iron storage 

proteins lead to iron deficiency and growth impairment in E. coli (138–140). 

A number of variants involved in protecting against oxidative stress or repairing damage 

done by potential reactive oxygen species were associated with a negative effect on biofilm 

formed. This also suggests that oxidative stress may be affecting biofilm formation at 15°C, 

which is sensible due to increased solubility of O2 as temperature declines. This negative effect 

could be due to reactive oxygen species damaging DNA, proteins, and lipids within the cell 

(141–143). The energy required to repair and protect against this damage, as well as the damage 

itself, could interfere with other cellular processes, such as biofilm formation. However, without 

a direct measurement, it can only be speculated that oxidative stress is present and that it is 

having this effect on forming biofilms.  

Variants involved in motility were associated with a negative effect on biofilm formed at 37°C 

and 15°C due to switch to sessile lifestyle during biofilm formation.  

Biofilm formation is a multi-step process that is influenced by motility and attachment to 

surfaces. Motility is involved in the dispersal of bacteria to new locations where they can form 

new biofilms and is important in the first stages of biofilm formation (65). However, after initial 

attachment, bacteria switch from a motile lifestyle to a sessile lifestyle, with a downregulation of 

motility genes and an upregulation of attachment genes (78, 144). Our results showed that 

variants involved in flagellar production were associated with a negative effect on biofilm 

density. A number of c-di-GMP phosphodiesterases, which degrades cyclic diguanylate, a 

secondary messenger involved in the regulation of forming biofilms by inhibiting motility (77), 

were also shown to be associated with a negative effect on biofilm density. Variants that coded 
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for attachment factors, like fimbrial structures, or that were associated with a decrease in 

flagellar movement or production, such as the flagellar brake gene ycgR, were associated with a 

positive effect on biofilm density.  

Phylogroup D clades have evolved to be distinct in their ability to produce biofilms and the 

presence/absence of variants associated with an effect on biofilm formation present among the 

clades. 

E. coli is a species whose genetic diversity is influenced not only by mutation and 

recombination events, but also through adaptation to differing environments and their conditions 

(4, 5, 23). Past studies have shown that variability exists in the genomes and in the adaptive traits 

of E. coli taken from different environments, including isolates taken from different animal hosts 

(36) and isolates taken from plant-surfaces compared to isolates taken from animal hosts (3, 37). 

Due to the variability of the soil conditions from which the isolates were sampled and the natural 

diversity of E. coli as a species, it was expected that genetic diversity would be present among 

our isolates. Indeed, our phylogroup D E. coli showed diversity in variants involved in biofilm 

formation across isolates and between different clades. Such variability suggests the possible 

adaptation of traits to differing environments, with traits being shared among closely related 

individuals, such as the isolates within clades. This leads to differences in biofilm phenotypes 

between clades, possibly giving some clades an advantage to surviving in the soil environments 

compared to other clades.   

Biofilm formation of E. coli in soil environments is a public health concern. 

 We’ve established that E. coli from extrahost environments produce greater biofilms than 

E. coli from host-associated environments, as shown by our soil isolates producing greater 

biofilms than our fecal isolates at 37°C. Past studies have shown similar results, with plant and 
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soil-associated isolates producing greater biofilms than animal-associated isolates (37). Due to 

the greater variability in stresses of extrahost environments compared to the intestinal 

environment, biofilm formation would better serve as a survival mechanism in soils than in the 

intestine, thus leading to extrahost environments selecting for greater biofilm formation (37, 

102). 

 The issue of increasing antibiotic resistance among pathogens makes it important to 

understand where and how antibiotic resistance traits are spread among bacteria. Soil and other 

extrahost environments, with the highly variable conditions, have been proposed to be a source 

of most of the biodiversity of E. coli, as well as possible reservoirs for virulence and antibiotic 

resistance genes (99, 145). This is especially true of E. coli found in environments near farms 

with antibiotic-treated livestock, as the use of antibiotics in food production has been linked to an 

increase in drug-resistant pathogens, due to run-off of fecal matter into soils and waterways 

selecting for resistance in E. coli present (145, 146). Such genes can then be passed on to other 

E. coli through horizontal gene transfer. Contamination of crops, waterways, etc. by E. coli may 

then lead to resistant strains infecting the human population and causing disease (146–148).  

 Biofilm formation also plays a role in virulence in E. coli, as it can be an integral part of 

E. coli infections, such as in UTIs (45, 47, 149). Increased biofilm formation has been attributed 

to increased resistance to antibiotics, due to the protective matrix reducing penetration of 

antibiotics and prolonging an infection (46). Some virulence traits in E. coli are also associated 

with biofilm formation, such as the P fimbrial structure subunit gene, which is associated with 

virulence and increased attachment (40, 73, 74). Thus, biofilm formation not only increases 

survival in extrahost environments, but also may increase virulence and antibiotic resistance 

among E. coli infecting the human population.  
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Materials and methods 

E. coli isolate sampling.  

A total of 265 phylogroup D E. coli isolates were cultivated from surface soil samples 

near the Buffalo River in Minnesota and North Dakota (150). Environmental and soil properties 

for each sample were measured according to standard methods (151). This included soil 

moisture, soil consolidation, soil texture, landcover type, vegetation, nitrate, magnesium, 

calcium, pH, organic matter, soluble salts, iron, copper, sodium, and phosphorous.  

Measurement of biofilm density by crystal violet assay.  

A study showed that glucose defined minimal media (GDMM) alone did not produce 

visible biofilms, but the addition of casamino acids (CAA), which are known to promote biofilm 

formation, to GDMM at a concentration of 0.5% CAA produced visible biofilms with crystal 

violet staining (72). We found similar results when testing biofilm formation with and without 

CAA. The average OD600 values for the GDMM and GDMM + 0.5% CAA were approximately 

0.101 and 0.569, respectively. The coefficient of variance of the GDMM was 43.933 and of the 

GDMM + 0.5% CAA was 35.953. Thus, GDMM + 0.5% CAA was used as the medium for the 

biofilm assay. 

A crystal (CV) assay of biofilm density was performed (72). CV biofilm assays are 

known for being difficult to reproduce (152, 153), thus six replicates of four phylogroup D 

culture collections were assayed in a randomized block design with six replicates per block. The 

experiment was repeated over a period of four weeks to obtain data for six replicates of each E. 

coli isolate, as described below.  

Isolates were first inoculated in 200 µL LB broth in 96-well plates using freezer stock 

cultures that had been grown on LB agar plates. The plates were incubated at 37°C until 
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stationary phase was reached (up to 16 h). A 1% inoculum was transferred from LB broth into 

198 µL GDMM broth containing 0.1% glucose (w/v) and 0.5% CAA in new 96 well plates. 

These cultures were incubated at 37°C until stationary phase was reached. This was repeated 

three more times. The transfers were done to allow the E. coli to acclimate to the glucose limited 

environment. After the final transfer into GDMM + 0.5% CAA, cultures were incubated at 37°C 

for 48 h to allow biofilms to form.  

 After 48 h, the media and suspended planktonic cells in each well of the 96-well plates 

was discarded using a pipette, being careful not to disturb the biofilm. Each well was then 

washed with 200 µL 1X PBS a total of three times to remove loosely bound biomass. Assay 

plates were allowed to dry for approximately 1 h at room temperature after the final wash. The 

washed biofilms were stained using 200 µL of a 0.1% CV solution and incubated at room 

temperature for 15 min. Excess CV was then aspirated and each well was washed three times 

with 200 µL 1X PBS and the PBS discarded. The plates were then incubated at room 

temperature to dry completely. After drying, 200 µL of fresh ethanol:acetone (80:20) solution 

was added to each well to extract the CV from the stained biofilm. The plates were incubated for 

15 minutes at room temperature and then 150 µL of the dye extract was transferred into new 96-

well plates. Optical density at 600 nm was measured using a BioTek® Synergy H1 Hybrid 

Reader spectrophotometer. Wells containing only 150 µL of pure 80:20 ethanol:acetone solution 

were used as blanks. 

 It has been found that E. coli phylogroups are influenced by niche-specific selective 

pressures and variation in E. coli can be impacted by the environmental stresses in primary and 

secondary habitats (37). Using the CV assay previously described, biofilm densities of 96 

phylogroup D E. coli isolates extracted from fecal samples were used as a comparison to the 
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phylogroup D soil E. coli isolates. Twelve replicates were measured, and the average biofilm 

density was compared to the average biofilm density of the soil isolates. To minimize any 

variation due to block effects of conducting the experiments on different days, the biofilm 

densities of 96 randomly chosen fecal isolates and 82 randomly chosen soil isolates were 

measured at the same time using the CV assay. Three replicates of each isolate were measured 

and the average biofilm densities between the fecal and soil isolates were calculated and 

compared. 

Comparison of biofilm formation at 37°C and 15°C. 

Lower temperatures have been suggested to influence biofilm formation by increasing 

gene expression of genes involved in biofilm formation (71, 79). A comparison of biofilm 

density at 15°C (the average temperature of the soil from which the isolates were sampled) to 

37°C was done to determine the effect lower temperatures had on biofilm formation. The CV 

assay as previously described was used, with the exception of the isolates being incubated at 

15°C for 120 h instead of 37°C for 48 h to allow for biofilms to form. This time frame was 

chosen based on a previous paper that implemented similar methods (49). Nine replicates of each 

phylogroup D soil isolate was measured and the average biofilm density compared to the biofilm 

density at 37°C.  

A comparison of fecal and soil phylogroup D E. coli isolates at 15°C was also conducted, 

using the previously described methods for the comparison at 37°C with the exception of the 

isolates being incubated at 15°C for 120 h instead of 37°C for 48 h to allow for biofilms to form. 

Three replicates of each isolate were measured and the average biofilm densities between the 

fecal and soil isolates were calculated and compared.  
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A growth assay was done to determine the effect that growth had on biofilm formation at 

37°C and 15°C. The assay was done by following the procedure for the CV assay for four 

replicates of each soil phylogroup D E. coli isolate at both temperatures. Instead of removing the 

excess media and staining the biofilms with CV, the plates were covered with optically clear film 

and the OD600 of the cultures was measured. Plates were shaken for 15 seconds to resuspend 

cells before the OD measurement. The ratio of biofilm density to growth of the isolates was then 

calculated by taking the OD600 of biofilm density and dividing it by the OD600 of growth.  

A total of 48 randomly chosen isolates were used to determine the number of living, 

culturable cells after the designated period of growth for 37°C and 15°C. Isolates were chosen 

based on the summary statistics: 12 isolates with growth OD600 values less than the 1st quartile at 

both 37°C and 15°C, 12 isolates with growth OD600 values greater than the 1st quartile but less 

than the 2nd quartile, 12 isolates with growth OD600 values greater than the 2nd quartile but less 

than the 3rd, and 12 isolates with growth OD600 values greater than the 3rd quartile. Isolates were 

grown using the same procedure for the CV assay and growth assay at 37°C and 15°C and spread 

plated on LB agar plates. Cultures were diluted 10-6 in 1X PBS before plating (0.1 mL per plate). 

Three replicates of each isolate were made and the average CFU/mL determined. Average 

CFU/mL values were log10 transformed before comparison with biofilm density and average 

growth.  

Motility assay.  

Motility for each isolate was measured using motility plates containing 1% tryptone, 

0.5% NaCl, and 0.3% agar. A previously described method was used in which the isolates were 

spotted onto the motility plates and incubated in a humid environment at 25°C and 34°C (154). 

For the next 6 to 8 h, the expanding motility zones were observed, and the motility of the isolates 
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categorized using a series of control strains. The non-motile E. coli K-12 strain MC1000flhD::kn 

(155) was used as a negative control (category: non-motile) and the strain AJW678 (156) as a 

positive control (category: motile). The highly motile E. coli K-12 strain MC1000 was used as an 

added control (category: highly motile) and spotted into the center of the motility plates to avoid 

interference with any less motile isolates. Any isolates that had motility greater than 

MC1000flhD::kn but less motility than AJW678 were categorized as slightly motile, or ‘fuzzy’ 

motile.  

Statistical analysis.  

RStudio-1.0.136 with R-3.3.2 was used to conduct statistical analyses on the data 

collected. A linear regression analysis was conducted comparing average biofilm density among 

experimental blocks and culture collection plates. The estimates calculated from the model was 

used to determine and correct any block effects in the data. Spearman rank correlation tests were 

performed on each replicate of each plate to determine the strength of rank-order correlations 

between replicates, and this permitted assessment of reproducibility among replicates of the 

same plate.  

 Using the block-corrected OD600 data, the averages of all replicates for each isolate were 

calculated. Using a rank plot and summary statistics, biofilm density values were categorized 

into three different biofilm density groups to distinguish between similar biofilm phenotypes. 

Group 1 consisted of 37 isolates (14% of all isolates) that had OD600 values less than the 1st 

quartile value of ~ 0.2 and were categorized as weak biofilm formers. Group 2 consisted of 183 

isolates (69% of all isolates) that had OD600 values greater than the 1st quartile value of ~ 0.2 but 

less than the 3rd quartile value of ~ 0.7 and were categorized as medium biofilm formers. Group 
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3 consisted of 45 isolates (17% of all isolates) that had OD600 values greater than the 3rd quartile 

value of ~ 0.7 and were categorized as strong biofilm formers.  

 For continuous soil data, Spearman rank correlation tests were conducted on average 

OD600 values of the isolates with corresponding soil properties in the soils of origin. ANOVA 

tests (specifically Kruskal-Wallis tests for non-parametric data) were conducted using models 

that compared categorical environmental data and average OD600 values. For categorical soil 

data, chi-square tests were conducted on environmental data and biofilm density groups. Fisher’s 

Exact test was used when the sample groups were small. A Bonferroni correction was conducted 

on each comparison in the Fisher’s Exact test to decrease the likelihood of a Type 1 error. Of the 

Bonferroni corrected p-values, five were found to correct from significant to not significant: the 

comparison between biofilm density groups and non-motile isolates at 34°C, soil moisture and 

non-motile isolates at 34°C, motility at 34°C and soil moisture that was categorized as standing 

water, biofilm density groups and standing water, and landcover and standing water. Only soil 

environmental conditions that were found to be significantly associated with biofilm density 

were reported in the results.  

GWAS of biofilm formation.  

Genome sequences of each of the isolates was obtained by performing Genome QC using 

FastQC 0.11.2 (157) on fastq.gz files from Macrogen Clinical Labs (Seoul, South Korea). 

Genomes were trimmed using Trimmomatic 0.32 (158) and assembled de novo using 

VelvetOptimiser 2.2.5 (159). Prokka 1.12 (160) was used for annotation and a pan-genome 

analysis was conducted using ROARY 3.8.2 (85). E. coli strain UMN026 was used as a 

reference to the isolates since it is a well categorized phylogroup D strain. RAxML 7.3 (161) was 

used to create a phylogeny on core genome alignment. GATK 3.3.0 (86) and kSNP3.0 (87) was 
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used to determine SNPs and indels among the genomes. SNP calls were filtered out based on 

redundancy or rarity (if they were present in 90% or absent in 90% of all genomes). A Jaccard 

Similarity was used to group SNPs that were present together in at least 90% of genomes into 

mosaics. A total of 22,706 genes were present in the pan-genome of the 277 phylogroup D E. 

coli isolates analyzed. A total of 2,797 genes were present in at least 98% of the genomes and 

classified as core genes with a 95% sequence identity cutoff. A total of 28,118 gene clusters were 

determined using ROARY. A presence/absence matrix of variants in each isolate was generated 

and a procedural logistic regression was run with the matrix and biofilm density data for 37°C 

and 15°C with each of the seven genetic eigenvectors from previously defined phylogroup D 

clades as predictors. Variants were filtered by calculated FDR q-values (<0.05) to determine 

which variants were significant in effecting biofilm formation. 

Variants significant in effecting biofilm formation were determined to be of more or less 

importance by first categorizing their functions and biological processes. Variants that were 

determined to be of greater importance included: variants associated with motility or attachment 

factors, variants associated with a comparatively high negative/positive effect on biofilm formed, 

multiple variants of the same gene, multiple variants involved in similar functions and biological 

processes, and variants of genes that have been associated with an effect on biofilm formation. 

Importance of variants was also determined through a gene enrichment analysis using 

PANTHER (162) and a cellular overview analysis of the variants associated with an effect on 

biofilm formed using Ecocyc Pathway Tools Enrichment Analysis (163). Variants associated 

with cellular growth or a comparatively low negative/positive effect on biofilm formed were 

determined to be of less importance when analyzing the effect on biofilm formation. 
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APPENDIX 

Table A1: List of genetic variants that were determined to have a significant association with 

biofilm density at 37°C. 

Gene(s) Annotation Location Class Predicted Effect of Variant 
Effect on 

Biofilm 
Function 

mukE 
Protein involved in 

chromosome partitioning 
1163474 Synonymous 

Positive genetic interaction 

with mltC, leading to 

decreased biofilm formation 

-0.152 Cell Division 

gidB 
Ribosomal RNA small 

subunit methyltransferase G 
4410071 Synonymous 

Possibly inhibited by 

glucose, decreasing cell 

division and subsequent 

biofilm formation; may 

activate stringent response 

and down-regulate rRNA-

synthesis 

-0.178 Cell Division 

mutM 
Formamidopyrimidine DNA 

glycosylase 
4269988 Missense 

Mutation may lead to change 

in function 
0.167 DNA Repair 

mutS 
MutHLS complex, methyl-

directed mismatch repair 
3164064 Synonymous 

Possible signal to biofilms to 

disperse due to DNA 

damage, thus decreasing 

biofilm 

-0.143 DNA Repair 

mutS 
MutHLS complex, methyl-

directed mismatch repair 
3164076 Synonymous 

Possible signal to biofilms to 

disperse due to DNA 

damage, thus decreasing 

biofilm 

-0.143 DNA Repair 

nfrA 
Bacteriophage N4 receptor, 

outer membrane protein 
695019 Synonymous Receptor for phage 0.222 

Membrane/Cell 

Wall 

nlpC 
NlpC-putative lipoprotein 

hydrolase 
2027384 Synonymous Membrane biogenesis 0.196 

Membrane/Cell 

Wall 

rfaD 
ADP-L-glycero-D-

mannoheptose-6-epimerase 
4256929 Synonymous 

LPS core and outer 

membrane biogenesis 
-0.159 

Membrane/Cell 

Wall 

rffM 

UDP-N-acetyl-D-

mannosaminuronic acid 

transferase 

4466085 Synonymous Membrane biogenesis -0.163 
Membrane/Cell 

Wall 

mrcA 
Peptidoglycan synthetase; 

penicillin-binding protein 1A 
3950341 Synonymous Cell wall biogenesis -0.181 

Membrane/Cell 

Wall 

ycbB L,D-transpeptidase YcbB 1169625 Synonymous Cell wall biogenesis -0.311 
Membrane/Cell 

Wall 

amyA Alpha-amylase 2240378 Synonymous 
May reduce biofilm 

formation by degrading EPS 
-0.313 

Membrane/Cell 

Wall 

wecC 
UDP-N-acetyl-D-

mannosamine dehydrogenase 
4458415 Synonymous Membrane biogenesis -0.314 

Membrane/Cell 

Wall 

mltC 
Membrane-bound lytic 

murein transglycosylase C 
3440095 Synonymous Membrane biogenesis -0.358 

Membrane/Cell 

Wall 

ldcC Lysine decarboxylase 2 213544 Missense 
Helps regulate pH, helping 

survival 
0.288 

Metabolite 

Biosynthesis 

ldcC Lysine decarboxylase 2 213555 Synonymous 
Helps regulate pH, helping 

survival 
0.288 

Metabolite 

Biosynthesis 

gabD 
Succinate-semialdehyde 

dehydrogenase (NADP ) 
3095058 Synonymous 

Upregulation of succinate 

dehydrogenase leads to 

increase in biofilm formation 

0.243 
Metabolite 

Biosynthesis 

gabD 
Succinate-semialdehyde 

dehydrogenase (NADP ) 
3095001 Synonymous 

Upregulation of succinate 

dehydrogenase leads to 

increase in biofilm formation 

0.243 
Metabolite 

Biosynthesis 

ribF 
Bifunctional riboflavin kinase 

/ FMN adenylyltransferase 
25956 Synonymous Riboflavin biosynthesis 0.180 

Metabolite 

Biosynthesis 
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Table A1: List of genetic variants that were determined to have a significant association with 

biofilm density at 37°C (continued). 

Gene(s) Annotation Location Class Predicted Effect of Variant 
Effect on 

Biofilm 
Function 

yebR 
Free methionine-R-sulfoxide 

reductase 
2149584 Missense 

Helps maintain adhesive 

ability 
0.162 

Metabolite 

Biosynthesis 

yebR 
Free methionine-R-sulfoxide 

reductase 
2149184 Synonymous 

Helps maintain adhesive 

ability 
0.148 

Metabolite 

Biosynthesis 

aldB Acetaldehyde dehydrogenase 4219116 

Intergenic 

Region 

aldB-yiaY 

Central Metabolism -0.104 
Metabolite 

Biosynthesis 

yiaY 
Putative Fe-containing 

alcohol dehydrogenase 
4219116 

Intergenic 

Region 

aldB-yiaY 

Central Metabolism -0.104 
Metabolite 

Biosynthesis 

purT 
Phosphoribosylglycinamide 

formyltransferase 2 
2166500 Missense 

Mutation may lead to 

decrease in EPS production 

as influenced by purine 

synthesis 

-0.145 
Metabolite 

Biosynthesis 

yedQ Putative diguanylate cyclase 2260936 Synonymous 
Involved in regulation of 

cellulose production 
-0.159 

Metabolite 

Biosynthesis 

torT Periplasmic protein TorT 1229763 Missense 
Involved in anaerobic 

respiration 
-0.171 

Metabolite 

Biosynthesis 

hscA 
Chaperone, member of Hsp70 

protein family 
2950164 Synonymous 

Chaperone involved in the 

maturation of iron-sulfur 

cluster-containing proteins 

-0.185 
Metabolite 

Biosynthesis 

yhiN 

Putative oxidoreductase with 

FAD/NAD(P)-binding 

domain protein 

4084856 Synonymous Central Metabolism -0.268 
Metabolite 

Biosynthesis 

ycgR 

Molecular brake that 

regulates flagellar motility in 

response to c-di-GMP 

1492833 

Intergenic 

Region 

ycgR-ymgE 

Decreases motility 0.300 Motility 

cheY Chemotaxis binding protein 2201461 Synonymous 

Upregulation of motility has 

negative effect on biofilm 

formation 

-0.248 Motility 

flk 
Putative flagella assembly 

protein 
2737533 Synonymous 

Upregulation of motility has 

negative effect on biofilm 

formation 

-0.257 Motility 

relA 
GDP pyrophosphokinase / 

GTP pyrophosphokinase 
3218856 Synonymous 

Involved in stringent stress 

response and downregulates 

production of rRNA 

0.154 

Replication/ 

Transcription/ 

Translation 

xseA 
Exonuclease VII, large 

subunit 
2914508 Synonymous 

May affect expression and 

DNA repair 
-0.166 

Replication/ 

Transcription/ 

Translation 

xseA 
Exonuclease VII, large 

subunit 
2914808 Synonymous 

May affect expression and 

DNA repair 
-0.238 

Replication/ 

Transcription/ 

Translation 

cysS Cysteinyl-tRNA synthetase 635271 Synonymous 
Involved in cysteine 

synthesis 
-0.306 

Replication/ 

Transcription/ 

Translation 

nadR 

NadR DNA-binding 

transcriptional repressor and 

NMN adenylyltransferase 

5184339 Synonymous May affect expression -0.328 

Replication/ 

Transcription/ 

Translation 

fdoG 
Formate dehydrogenase-O, 

alpha subunit 
4575196 Synonymous Energy metabolism 0.471 Respiration 

degP Serine protease Do 185468 Synonymous 

Increases biofilm formation 

through upregulation of Cpx 

signal transduction pathway 

0.200 
Stress 

Response 
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Table A1: List of genetic variants that were determined to have a significant association with 

biofilm density at 37°C (continued). 

Gene(s) Annotation Location Class Predicted Effect of Variant 
Effect on 

Biofilm 
Function 

rcsC Sensor histidine kinase RcsC 2617541 Synonymous 

Used to detect stress in outer 

membrane and peptidoglycan 

layer 

-0.154 
Stress 

Response 

cbpA DNA binding protein 1236872 

Intergenic 

Region 

cbpA-yccE 

Involved in general stress 

response 
-0.169 

Stress 

Response 

tsgA YhfC MFS transporter 3924410 Synonymous Transportation of metabolites -0.139 Transportation 

mdtB 

MdtABC-TolC multidrug 

efflux transport system - 

membrane subunit 

2456662 Synonymous 
Transcriptionally activated 

by CpxR 
-0.159 Transportation 

cysZ 
Putative inner membrane 

protein 
2819016 Synonymous 

Provides sulfur for cysteine 

synthesis 
-0.175 Transportation 

hofC 
Protein transport protein 

HofC 
119127 Synonymous 

Overexpression results in 

undetectable type IV pili 
-0.182 Transportation 

ytfN Hypothetical protein 4932522 Synonymous Transportation of metabolites -0.205 Transportation 

mdtB 

MdtABC-TolC multidrug 

efflux transport system - 

membrane subunit 

2456426 Synonymous 
Transcriptionally activated 

by CpxR 
-0.236 Transportation 

 

Table A2: List of genetic variants that were determined to have a significant association with 

biofilm density at 15°C. 

Gene(s) Annotation Location Class Predicted Effect of Variant 
Effect on 

Biofilm 
Function 

ybgP Putative fimbrial chaperone 849172 Synonymous 
Involved in fimbrial 

attachment 
0.202 

Biofilm 

Formation 

yahA 
Phosphodiesterase, c-di-

GMP-specific 
386338 Synonymous 

May decrease biofilm 

formation by decreasing c-di-

GMP 

-0.125 
Biofilm 

Formation 

yjcC 
Putative c-di-GMP-specific 

phosphodiesterase 
4769269 Missense 

Overexpression reduces 

biofilm formation 
-0.131 

Biofilm 

Formation 

yjcC 
Putative c-di-GMP-specific 

phosphodiesterase 
4769251 Missense 

Overexpression reduces 

biofilm formation 
-0.131 

Biofilm 

Formation 

yjcC 
Putative c-di-GMP-specific 

phosphodiesterase 
4769357 Synonymous 

Overexpression reduces 

biofilm formation 
-0.131 

Biofilm 

Formation 

ybaJ Hha toxicity modulator 539581 

Intergenic 

Region 

ybaJ-acrB 

Regulates biofilm formation -0.137 
Biofilm 

Formation 

hha 
Haemolysin expression 

modulating protein 
538736 

Intergenic 

Region maa-

hha 

Decreases biofilm formation 

by inhibiting fimbrial genes 
-0.192 

Biofilm 

Formation 

ftsE Cell division protein ftsE 4035119 Synonymous Involved in growth 0.258 Cell Division 

ftsN 
Essential cell division protein 

ftsN 
4609858 Synonymous Involved in growth 0.257 Cell Division 

ftsN 
Essential cell division protein 

ftsN 
4609897 Synonymous Involved in growth 0.199 Cell Division 

ftsN 
Essential cell division protein 

ftsN 
4609588 Synonymous Involved in growth -0.118 Cell Division 

nlpD 
NlpD putative outer 

membrane lipoprotein 
3172269 Synonymous Involved in growth -0.149 Cell Division 

cedA Cell division 2048478 

Intergenic 

Region 

cedA-katE 

Involved in growth -0.158 Cell Division 
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Table A2: List of genetic variants that were determined to have a significant association with 

biofilm density at 15°C (continued). 

Gene(s) Annotation Location Class Predicted Effect of Variant 
Effect on 

Biofilm 
Function 

nlpD 
NlpD putative outer 

membrane lipoprotein 
3172422 Synonymous Involved in growth -0.263 Cell Division 

uvrB 
DNA repair; excision 

nuclease subunit B 
961353 Synonymous 

Repairs oxidative DNA 

damage 
-0.149 DNA Repair 

uvrB 
DNA repair; excision 

nuclease subunit B 
961335 Synonymous 

Repairs oxidative DNA 

damage 
-0.149 DNA Repair 

mutS 
MutHLS complex, methyl-

directed mismatch repair 
3164742 Synonymous 

DNA repair, possibly due to 

oxidative damage 
-0.155 DNA Repair 

uvrA Excision nuclease subunit A 4766388 Synonymous 
Repairs oxidative DNA 

damage 
-0.168 DNA Repair 

uvrB 
DNA repair; excision 

nuclease subunit B 
961662 Synonymous 

Repairs oxidative DNA 

damage 
-0.174 DNA Repair 

uvrB 
DNA repair; excision 

nuclease subunit B 
961209 Synonymous 

Repairs oxidative DNA 

damage 
-0.188 DNA Repair 

efeO 
Iron uptake system 

component 
1257333 Synonymous 

Involved in iron uptake and 

homeostasis 
0.159 

Iron 

Homeostasis 

entF 
Enterobactin synthase 

component F 
730487 Missense 

Involved in iron uptake and 

homeostasis 
-0.080 

Iron 

Homeostasis 

entF 
Enterobactin synthase 

component F 
729500 Missense 

Involved in iron uptake and 

homeostasis 
-0.090 

Iron 

Homeostasis 

fepE 
Ferric enterobactin 

(enterochelin) transport 
733649 Synonymous 

Involved in iron uptake and 

homeostasis 
-0.107 

Iron 

Homeostasis 

fepE 
Ferric enterobactin 

(enterochelin) transport 
733424 Synonymous 

Involved in iron uptake and 

homeostasis 
-0.115 

Iron 

Homeostasis 

fepE 
Ferric enterobactin 

(enterochelin) transport 
734065 Missense 

Involved in iron uptake and 

homeostasis 
-0.118 

Iron 

Homeostasis 

cls Cardiolipin synthase 1560171 Synonymous May protect against acidity 0.254 
Membrane/Cell 

Wall 

yhiM 
Inner membrane protein with 

a role in acid resistance 
4083737 

Intergenic 

Region 

yhiM-yhiN 

Membrane biogenesis 0.236 
Membrane/Cell 

Wall 

yhiM 
Inner membrane protein with 

a role in acid resistance 
4083536 Synonymous Membrane biogenesis 0.236 

Membrane/Cell 

Wall 

kdsD 
D-arabinose 5-phosphate 

isomerase 
3795168 Synonymous Membrane biogenesis 0.206 

Membrane/Cell 

Wall 

yciB 
Putative inner membrane 

protein 
1564487 Synonymous Membrane biogenesis 0.203 

Membrane/Cell 

Wall 

murA 
UDP-N-acetylglucosamine 

enolpyruvoyl transferase 
3789409 Synonymous Cell wall biogenesis 0.192 

Membrane/Cell 

Wall 

dacB 
D-alanyl-D-alanine 

endopeptidase 
3782434 Synonymous Cell wall biogenesis 0.186 

Membrane/Cell 

Wall 

ydjX 
Putative inner membrane 

protein 
2068085 Synonymous Membrane biogenesis -0.101 

Membrane/Cell 

Wall 

chbG 
Chito-oligosaccharide mono-

deacetylase 
2051314 Synonymous 

Involved in chitin and glycan 

degradation, by use of 

hydrolase 

-0.103 
Membrane/Cell 

Wall 

chbG 
Chito-oligosaccharide mono-

deacetylase 
2051458 Synonymous 

Involved in chitin and glycan 

degradation, by use of 

hydrolase 

-0.103 
Membrane/Cell 

Wall 

chbG 
Chito-oligosaccharide mono-

deacetylase 
2051416 Synonymous 

Involved in chitin and glycan 

degradation, by use of 

hydrolase 

-0.103 
Membrane/Cell 

Wall 
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Table A2: List of genetic variants that were determined to have a significant association with 

biofilm density at 15°C (continued). 

Gene(s) Annotation Location Class Predicted Effect of Variant 
Effect on 

Biofilm 
Function 

chbG 
Chito-oligosaccharide mono-

deacetylase 
2051446 Synonymous 

Involved in chitin and glycan 

degradation, by use of 

hydrolase 

-0.103 
Membrane/Cell 

Wall 

chbG 
Chito-oligosaccharide mono-

deacetylase 
2051388 Synonymous 

Involved in chitin and glycan 

degradation, by use of 

hydrolase 

-0.103 
Membrane/Cell 

Wall 

dacB 
D-alanyl-D-alanine 

endopeptidase 
3782962 Synonymous Cell wall biogenesis -0.122 

Membrane/Cell 

Wall 

yaiO Outer membrane protein 438263 Synonymous Membrane biogenesis -0.124 
Membrane/Cell 

Wall 

igaA Putative membrane protein 3953830 Synonymous Membrane biogenesis -0.128 
Membrane/Cell 

Wall 

wzxC 
Lipopolysaccharide 

biosynthesis protein 
2418333 Synonymous Membrane biogenesis -0.168 

Membrane/Cell 

Wall 

sohB 
Putative inner membrane 

peptidase 
1581581 Synonymous Membrane biogenesis -0.171 

Membrane/Cell 

Wall 

cls Cardiolipin synthase 1559224 Synonymous May protect against acidity -0.211 
Membrane/Cell 

Wall 

sohB 
Putative inner membrane 

peptidase 
1581674 Synonymous Membrane biogenesis -0.213 

Membrane/Cell 

Wall 

kdsD 
D-arabinose 5-phosphate 

isomerase 
3794898 Synonymous Membrane biogenesis -0.219 

Membrane/Cell 

Wall 

cls Cardiolipin synthase 1559203 Synonymous May protect against acidity -0.226 
Membrane/Cell 

Wall 

lpxB Lipid A disaccharide synthase 206549 Synonymous Membrane biogenesis -0.322 
Membrane/Cell 

Wall 

chbG 
Chito-oligosaccharide mono-

deacetylase 
2050963 Synonymous 

Involved in chitin and glycan 

degradation, by use of 

hydrolase 

-0.433 
Membrane/Cell 

Wall 

dxs 
1-deoxyxylulose-5-phosphate 

synthase 
497472 Synonymous Central metabolism 0.313 

Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

ansA Asparaginase I 2083908 

Intergenic 

Region 

sppA-ansA 

Central metabolism 0.284 
Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

sppA Protease IV 2083908 

Intergenic 

Region 

sppA-ansA 

Central metabolism 0.284 
Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

citG 
Triphosphoribosyl-

dephospho-CoA synthase 
760860 Synonymous Central metabolism 0.272 

Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

acs 
Acetyl-CoA synthetase 

(AMP-forming) 
4779477 Synonymous Central metabolism 0.269 

Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

ispG 

1-hydroxy-2-methyl-2-(E)-

butenyl 4-diphosphate 

synthase 

2933216 Synonymous Central metabolism 0.263 
Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

yhiN 

Putative oxidoreductase with 

FAD/NAD(P)-binding 

domain protein 

4083737 

Intergenic 

Region 

yhiM-yhiN 

Central metabolism 0.236 
Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

cysI 
Sulfite reductase, 

hemoprotein subunit 
3193744 Synonymous 

Involved in sulfur 

metabolism 
0.225 

Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

purH 
AICAR transformylase / IMP 

cyclohydrolase 
4695722 Synonymous 

Central metabolism; known 

to be cold induced 
0.208 

Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

citF 
Citrate lyase, citrate-ACP 

transferase alpha subunit 
762094 Synonymous Central metabolism 0.207 

Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

cysI 
Sulfite reductase, 

hemoprotein subunit 
3193276 Synonymous 

Involved in sulfur 

metabolism 
0.163 

Metabolite 

biosynthesis 
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Table A2: List of genetic variants that were determined to have a significant association with 

biofilm density at 15°C (continued). 

Gene(s) Annotation Location Class Predicted Effect of Variant 
Effect on 

Biofilm 
Function 

cysQ 
Adenosine-3'(2'),5'-

bisphosphate nucleotidase 
4926283 Synonymous 

Involved in sulfur 

metabolism 
0.147 

Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

fadD Fatty acyl-CoA synthetase 2122351 Synonymous Central metabolism 0.147 
Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

yiaY 
Putative Fe-containing 

alcohol dehydrogenase 
4220066 Synonymous Central metabolism 0.147 

Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

metB 

O-succinylhomoserine lyase / 

O-succinylhomoserine(thiol)-

lyase 

4616007 Synonymous 
Involved in methionine 

synthesis 
-0.087 

Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

rpe 
Ribulose-5-phosphate 3-

epimerase 
3940671 Synonymous Central metabolism -0.110 

Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

ydjL 

Putative oxidoreductase, Zn-

dependent and NAD(P)-

binding 

2094898 

Intergenic 

Region 

ydjL-yeaC 

Central metabolism -0.111 
Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

citF 
Citrate lyase, citrate-ACP 

transferase alpha subunit 
762886 Synonymous Central metabolism -0.114 

Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

gltX Glutamyl-trna synthetase 2811045 Synonymous 

Expression reduces growth 

due to stringent response 

activated by ppGpp 

-0.120 
Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

galT 
Galactose-1-phosphate 

uridylyltransferase 
897872 Synonymous Central metabolism -0.122 

Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

galT 
Galactose-1-phosphate 

uridylyltransferase 
897914 Synonymous Central metabolism -0.122 

Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

galT 
Galactose-1-phosphate 

uridylyltransferase 
897974 Synonymous Central metabolism -0.122 

Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

gltB 
Glutamate synthase, large 

subunit 
3810985 Synonymous Central metabolism -0.123 

Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

carA 
Carbamoyl phosphate 

synthetase 
34525 Synonymous Pyrimidine synthesis -0.131 

Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

allD 
Ureidoglycolate 

dehydrogenase 
626394 Synonymous 

Use of allatoin as nitrogen 

source under aerobic 

conditions 

-0.139 
Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

pepD Peptidase D 327798 Synonymous Central metabolism -0.139 
Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

adiA 
Biodegradative arginine 

decarboxylase 
4826014 Synonymous 

Plays role in regulating 

intracellular pH 
-0.142 

Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

galK Galactokinase 896867 Synonymous Central metabolism -0.149 
Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

fdhE 
Formate dehydrogenase 

formation protein 
4570167 Synonymous Central metabolism -0.149 

Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

glmS 
Glutamate mutase sigma 

subunit 
4400322 Synonymous Central metabolism -0.154 

Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

galK Galactokinase 896894 Synonymous Central metabolism -0.158 
Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

galT 
Galactose-1-phosphate 

uridylyltransferase 
898097 Synonymous Central metabolism -0.162 

Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

dadA D-amino acid dehydrogenase 1484637 Synonymous Central metabolism -0.173 
Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

adhE 
Pyruvate formate-lyase 

deactivase [multifunctional] 
1550718 Synonymous Central metabolism -0.177 

Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

mdoH 

Membrane 

glycosyltransferase; synthesis 

of membrane-derived 

oligosaccharide (MDO) 

1277788 Synonymous Central metabolism -0.181 
Metabolite 

biosynthesis 
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Table A2: List of genetic variants that were determined to have a significant association with 

biofilm density at 15°C (continued). 

Gene(s) Annotation Location Class Predicted Effect of Variant 
Effect on 

Biofilm 
Function 

puuA Glutamate-putrescine ligase 1611275 

Intergenic 

Region 

puuP-puuA 

Central metabolism -0.190 
Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

ackA Acetate kinase 2713840 Synonymous 

Catalyzes acetylation of 

CheY, leading to increase in 

signal strength for flagellar 

rotation 

-0.194 
Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

metC 
L-cysteine desulfhydrase / 

cystathionine-beta-lyase 
3610632 Synonymous 

Involved in methionine 

synthesis 
-0.195 

Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

citG 
Triphosphoribosyl-

dephospho-CoA synthase 
760981 Missense Central metabolism -0.216 

Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

ispG 

1-hydroxy-2-methyl-2-(E)-

butenyl 4-diphosphate 

synthase 

2932511 Synonymous Central metabolism -0.216 
Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

allD 
Ureidoglycolate 

dehydrogenase 
625938 Synonymous 

Use of allatoin as nitrogen 

source under aerobic 

conditions 

-0.218 
Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

glcF 
Glycolate oxidase, predicted 

Iron-sulfur subunit 
3574352 Synonymous Central metabolism -0.223 

Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

allC 
Allantoate amidohydrolase 

monomer 
625365 Synonymous 

Use of allatoin as nitrogen 

source under aerobic 

conditions 

-0.243 
Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

metH 
Cobalamin-dependent 

methionine synthase 
4715146 Synonymous 

Involved in methionine 

synthesis 
-0.251 

Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

metH 
Cobalamin-dependent 

methionine synthase 
4715119 Synonymous 

Involved in methionine 

synthesis 
-0.250 

Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

citG 
Triphosphoribosyl-

dephospho-CoA synthase 
760836 Synonymous Central metabolism -0.253 

Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

otsA 
Trehalose-6-phosphate 

synthase 
2213757 Synonymous Central metabolism -0.256 

Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

carA 
Carbamoyl phosphate 

synthetase 
34921 Synonymous Pyrimidine synthesis -0.328 

Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

ydjL 

Putative oxidoreductase, Zn-

dependent and NAD(P)-

binding 

2093916 Synonymous Central metabolism -0.360 
Metabolite 

biosynthesis 

trg 

Methyl accepting chemotaxis 

protein - 

ribose/galactose/glucose 

sensing 

1686707 Missense 

Upregulation of motility has 

negative effect on biofilm 

formation 

0.196 Motility 

flgA 

Flagellar biosynthesis; 

assembly of basal-body 

periplasmic P ring 

1295248 Synonymous 

Upregulation of motility has 

negative effect on biofilm 

formation 

0.179 Motility 

flgJ Peptidoglycan hydrolase 1302736 Synonymous 

Upregulation of motility has 

negative effect on biofilm 

formation 

-0.110 Motility 

fliL Flagellar biosynthesis 2253464 Synonymous 

Upregulation of motility has 

negative effect on biofilm 

formation 

-0.123 Motility 

flgA 

Flagellar biosynthesis; 

assembly of basal-body 

periplasmic P ring 

1295200 Synonymous 

Upregulation of motility has 

negative effect on biofilm 

formation 

-0.124 Motility 

trg 

Methyl accepting chemotaxis 

protein - 

ribose/galactose/glucose 

sensing 

1686176 Synonymous 

Upregulation of motility has 

negative effect on biofilm 

formation 

-0.173 Motility 
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Table A2: List of genetic variants that were determined to have a significant association with 

biofilm density at 15°C (continued). 

Gene(s) Annotation Location Class Predicted Effect of Variant 
Effect on 

Biofilm 
Function 

cheY Chemotaxis binding protein 2201446 Synonymous 

Upregulation of motility has 

negative effect on biofilm 

formation 

-0.176 Motility 

fliG 
Flagellar motor switch protein 

fliG 
2249437 Synonymous 

Upregulation of motility has 

negative effect on biofilm 

formation 

-0.191 Motility 

recB Helicase/nuclease 3261910 Synonymous 

Facilitaties stress-induced 

mutageneis; may have led to 

mutation-induced decrease in 

biofilm 

-0.134 Recombination 

rbbA Ribosome-associated ATPase 4077112 Missense 

May play a role in regulating 

genes linked to membrane, 

protein synthesis and energy 

metabolism 

0.351 

Replication/ 

Transcription/ 

Translation 

rpoN 
RNA polymerase, sigma 54 

(sigma N) factor 
3797968 Synonymous May affect expression -0.100 

Replication/ 

Transcription/ 

Translation 

rpoD 
RNA polymerase, sigma 70 

(sigma D) factor 
3668476 Synonymous May affect expression -0.105 

Replication/ 

Transcription/ 

Translation 

greA 
Transcription elongation 

factor greA 
3781546 Synonymous May affect expression -0.106 

Replication/ 

Transcription/ 

Translation 

yehT 
Transcriptional regulatory 

protein 
2515198 Synonymous May affect expression -0.111 

Replication/ 

Transcription/ 

Translation 

metG Methionyl-tRNA synthetase 2494144 Synonymous 
Involved in methionine 

synthesis 
-0.118 

Replication/ 

Transcription/ 

Translation 

dnaB Primosome 4757341 Synonymous Response to oxidative stress -0.159 

Replication/ 

Transcription/ 

Translation 

dnaB Primosome 4757380 Synonymous Response to oxidative stress -0.159 

Replication/ 

Transcription/ 

Translation 

gntR 
GntR DNA-binding 

transcriptional repressor 
4011564 Synonymous May affect expression -0.166 

Replication/ 

Transcription/ 

Translation 

dnaX 
DNA polymerase III, gamma 

subunit 
552128 Synonymous May affect expression -0.187 

Replication/ 

Transcription/ 

Translation 

gutM 
GutM DNA-binding 

transcriptional activator 
3134562 Synonymous May affect expression -0.188 

Replication/ 

Transcription/ 

Translation 

rbbA Ribosome-associated ATPase 4074691 Synonymous 

May play a role in regulating 

genes linked to membrane, 

protein synthesis and energy 

metabolism 

-0.188 

Replication/ 

Transcription/ 

Translation 

rbbA Ribosome-associated ATPase 4074681 Synonymous 

May play a role in regulating 

genes linked to membrane, 

protein synthesis and energy 

metabolism 

-0.188 

Replication/ 

Transcription/ 

Translation 

yehT 
Transcriptional regulatory 

protein 
2515309 Synonymous May affect expression -0.191 

Replication/ 

Transcription/ 

Translation 
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Table A2: List of genetic variants that were determined to have a significant association with 

biofilm density at 15°C (continued). 

Gene(s) Annotation Location Class Predicted Effect of Variant 
Effect on 

Biofilm 
Function 

mfd 
Transcription-repair coupling 

factor 
1338987 Missense May affect expression -0.221 

Replication/ 

Transcription/ 

Translation 

rbbA Ribosome-associated ATPase 4076557 Synonymous 

May play a role in regulating 

genes linked to membrane, 

protein synthesis and energy 

metabolism 

-0.273 

Replication/ 

Transcription/ 

Translation 

sdhA 
Succinate dehydrogenase 

flavoprotein 
856595 Synonymous 

Electron acceptor in aerobic 

respiration 
0.195 Respiration 

ygcR Putative flavoprotein 3200478 Synonymous 
Electron acceptor in aerobic 

respiration 
0.185 Respiration 

ygcR Putative flavoprotein 3200490 Missense 
Electron acceptor in aerobic 

respiration 
0.185 Respiration 

hcr NADH oxidoreductase 1099739 

Intergenic 

Region 

poxB-hcr 

NADH Dehydrogenase 0.136 Respiration 

poxB Pyruvate oxidase monomer 1099739 

Intergenic 

Region 

poxB-hcr 

Electron acceptor in aerobic 

respiration 
0.136 Respiration 

nuoG 
NADH:ubiquinone 

oxidoreductase, chain G 
2698603 Synonymous 

Electron acceptor in aerobic 

respiration 
-0.125 Respiration 

azoR 

NADH:quinone 

oxidoreductase, FMN-

dependent 

1674817 

Intergenic 

Region 

ynbD-azoR 

Electron acceptor in aerobic 

respiration 
-0.131 Respiration 

yhaH Putative cytochrome 3707348 

Intergenic 

Region 

yhaH-yhaI 

Electron acceptor in aerobic 

respiration 
-0.145 Respiration 

yeiQ 
Putative dehydrogenase, 

NAD-dependent 
2569826 Missense NADH Dehydrogenase -0.146 Respiration 

ispB 
Octaprenyl diphosphate 

synthase 
3786715 

Intergenic 

Region 

rplU-ispB 

Involved in ubiquinone 

synthesis 
-0.151 Respiration 

ispB 
Octaprenyl diphosphate 

synthase 
3786909 Synonymous 

Involved in ubiquinone 

synthesis 
-0.151 Respiration 

nuoF 
NADH:ubiquinone 

oxidoreductase, chain F 
2699981 Synonymous 

Electron acceptor in aerobic 

respiration 
-0.167 Respiration 

ygfK 
Putative oxidoreductase, Fe-S 

subunit 
3341174 Synonymous 

Electron acceptor in aerobic 

respiration 
-0.179 Respiration 

nuoG 
NADH:ubiquinone 

oxidoreductase, chain G 
2696926 Synonymous 

Electron acceptor in aerobic 

respiration 
-0.179 Respiration 

nuoF 
NADH:ubiquinone 

oxidoreductase, chain F 
2700212 Synonymous 

Electron acceptor in aerobic 

respiration 
-0.207 Respiration 

ygfK 
Putative oxidoreductase, Fe-S 

subunit 
3340250 Synonymous 

Electron acceptor in aerobic 

respiration 
-0.213 Respiration 

yqcA Putative flavoprotein 3229383 Synonymous 
Electron acceptor in aerobic 

respiration 
-0.327 Respiration 

yqcA Putative flavoprotein 3229365 Synonymous 
Electron acceptor in aerobic 

respiration 
-0.327 Respiration 

groEL Heat shock protein 4856787 Synonymous 

Protects against oxidative 

stresses and essential for 

growth 

0.258 
Stress 

Response 

htpG Chaperone protein 554316 Synonymous 

Stress response to DNA 

damage; induced during 

stationary phase 

0.194 
Stress 

Response 
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Table A2: List of genetic variants that were determined to have a significant association with 

biofilm density at 15°C (continued). 

Gene(s) Annotation Location Class Predicted Effect of Variant 
Effect on 

Biofilm 
Function 

yedV 

Putative sensory kinase in 

two-component regulatory 

system with yedW 

2270828 Synonymous 

Involved in repair of oxidized 

Met residues in bacterial cell 

envelope proteins through 

activation of mrsPQ operon 

0.189 
Stress 

Response 

dsbB 
Disulfide bond formation 

protein B 
1479156 Synonymous 

Involved in repair of oxidized 

Cys residues in 

extracytoplasmic proteins 

0.147 
Stress 

Response 

ahpF 
Alkyl hydroperoxide 

reductase 
755808 Missense 

Protects cell against DNA 

damage by alkyl 

hydroperoxides 

0.140 
Stress 

Response 

ksgA 
Ribosomal RNA small 

subunit methyltransferase A 
56342 Synonymous 

May play a role in protection 

of DNA against oxidative 

stress 

0.112 
Stress 

Response 

ksgA 
Ribosomal RNA small 

subunit methyltransferase A 
56354 Synonymous 

May play a role in protection 

of DNA against oxidative 

stress 

0.112 
Stress 

Response 

btuE 
Thioredoxin/glutathione 

peroxidase 
2028345 Synonymous 

Defense against oxidative 

stress conditions; possible 

reactive oxygen scavenger 

-0.097 
Stress 

Response 

msrB 
Peptide methionine 

sulphoxide reductase 
2095292 Synonymous 

Involved in protein repair due 

to oxidative stress; repairs 

oxidized methionine 

-0.119 
Stress 

Response 

yfiQ 
Protein lysine 

acetyltransferase 
3014483 Synonymous 

Involved in response to 

oxidative stress 
-0.137 

Stress 

Response 

yfiQ 
Protein lysine 

acetyltransferase 
3014420 Synonymous 

Involved in response to 

oxidative stress 
-0.137 

Stress 

Response 

yfiQ 
Protein lysine 

acetyltransferase 
3014459 Synonymous 

Involved in response to 

oxidative stress 
-0.137 

Stress 

Response 

yfiQ 
Protein lysine 

acetyltransferase 
3014714 Synonymous 

Involved in response to 

oxidative stress 
-0.137 

Stress 

Response 

yfiQ 
Protein lysine 

acetyltransferase 
3014471 Synonymous 

Involved in response to 

oxidative stress 
-0.137 

Stress 

Response 

yfiQ 
Protein lysine 

acetyltransferase 
3014610 Missense 

Involved in response to 

oxidative stress 
-0.137 

Stress 

Response 

yfiQ 
Protein lysine 

acetyltransferase 
3014438 Synonymous 

Involved in response to 

oxidative stress 
-0.137 

Stress 

Response 

clpA 
ATP-dependent Clp protease 

ATP-binding subunit 
1112828 Synonymous 

Degrades unfolded or 

abnormal proteins 
-0.151 

Stress 

Response 

cpxR 
Transcriptional regulatory 

protein 
4590896 Synonymous 

Induced during cell envelope 

stress, important for biofilm 

formation, but induction by 

stress may indicate 

conditions that decrease 

biofilms 

-0.157 
Stress 

Response 

katE 
Heme d synthase / 

hydroperoxidase 
2048478 

Intergenic 

Region 

cedA-katE 

Protects against oxidative 

deleterious reactions 
-0.158 

Stress 

Response 

asr Acid shock protein 1904826 

Intergenic 

Region 

ynfM-asr 

Involved in acid resistance, 

but may not be beneficial at 

low temperatures 

-0.159 
Stress 

Response 

gor 
Glutathione reductase 

(NADPH) 
4094001 Synonymous 

Protects against oxidative 

deleterious reactions 
-0.160 

Stress 

Response 

yjcQ Multidrug resistance protein 4795030 Missense 
Involved in general stress 

response 
-0.161 

Stress 

Response 
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Table A2: List of genetic variants that were determined to have a significant association with 

biofilm density at 15°C (continued). 

Gene(s) Annotation Location Class Predicted Effect of Variant 
Effect on 

Biofilm 
Function 

ycfR 
Multiple stress resistance 

protein 
1335677 Synonymous 

Involved in general stress 

response 
-0.161 

Stress 

Response 

dps 

Stationary phase nucleoid 

protein that sequesters Iron 

and protects DNA from 

damage 

994563 Synonymous 

Protects DNA from oxidative 

damage based on 

sequestration of iron ions 

-0.166 
Stress 

Response 

dps 

Stationary phase nucleoid 

protein that sequesters Iron 

and protects DNA from 

damage 

994857 Synonymous 

Protects DNA from oxidative 

damage based on 

sequestration of iron ions 

-0.167 
Stress 

Response 

dsbA 

Thiol:disulfide interchange 

protein dsbA 

 - putative GTP-binding 

protein 

4530611 

Intergenic 

Region 

dsbA-yihF 

Involved in repair of oxidized 

Cys residues in 

extracytoplasmic proteins 

-0.180 
Stress 

Response 

cpxA Sensor histidine kinase 4589982 Synonymous 

Induced during cell envelope 

stress, important for biofilm 

formation, but induction by 

stress may indicate 

conditions that decrease 

biofilms 

-0.189 
Stress 

Response 

gyrB DNA gyrase, subunit B 4363390 Synonymous 
Plays role in protection 

against oxidative damage 
-0.209 

Stress 

Response 

ybhJ Putative hydratase, aconitase 913157 Synonymous 

Involved in release of free 

iron from aconitase, which 

exacerbates oxygen stress 

-0.210 
Stress 

Response 

ydeI Stress response protein 1833499 

Intergenic 

Region 

ydeH-ydeI 

Involved in general stress 

response 
-0.213 

Stress 

Response 

uspG Universal stress protein UP12 756448 Synonymous 
Involved in general stress 

response 
-0.214 

Stress 

Response 

adiC 
AdiC arginine:agmatine 

antiporter 
4821637 Synonymous 

Involved in acid resistance, 

but may not be beneficial at 

low temperatures 

-0.219 
Stress 

Response 

dsbG 
Thiol:disulfide interchange 

protein dsbG 
752978 Missense 

Involved in repair of oxidized 

Cys residues in 

extracytoplasmic proteins 

-0.251 
Stress 

Response 

sdhD 
Succinate dehydrogenase 

membrane protein 
855159 Synonymous Central metabolism 0.335 TCA Cycle 

sdhD 
Succinate dehydrogenase 

membrane protein 
855321 Synonymous Central metabolism 0.254 TCA Cycle 

fumC Fumarase C monomer 1920563 Synonymous Central metabolism 0.149 TCA Cycle 

fumC Fumarase C monomer 1920854 Synonymous Central metabolism -0.168 TCA Cycle 

sdhC 
Succinate dehydrogenase 

membrane protein 
854792 Missense Central metabolism -0.279 TCA Cycle 

ybbL 

Putative transporter subunit: 

ATP-binding component of 

ABC superfamily protein 

603519 Synonymous Transportation of metabolites 0.282 Transportation 

kefB K  : H  antiporter kefB 3910378 Synonymous Transportation of metabolites 0.237 Transportation 

ybaL YbaL CPA2 transporter 560016 Synonymous Transportation of metabolites 0.182 Transportation 

modF 

Putative molybdenum 

transport ATP-binding 

protein 

900729 Synonymous Transportation of metabolites 0.105 Transportation 

yhhJ 

Putative transporter subunit: 

membrane component of 

ABC superfamily protein 

4074125 Synonymous Transportation of metabolites -0.076 Transportation 
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Table A2: List of genetic variants that were determined to have a significant association with 

biofilm density at 15°C (continued). 

Gene(s) Annotation Location Class Predicted Effect of Variant 
Effect on 

Biofilm 
Function 

metI 

L-methionine / D-methionine 

ABC transporter - membrane 

subunit 

224370 Synonymous 
Involved in methionine 

synthesis 
-0.113 Transportation 

metQ 

L-methionine / D-methionine 

ABC transporter - periplasmic 

binding protein 

223257 Synonymous 
Involved in methionine 

synthesis 
-0.126 Transportation 

cynX Cyanate transporter 418506 Synonymous Transportation of metabolites -0.131 Transportation 

mgtA 
Mg2  / Ni2  transporting 

ATPase 
4956936 Synonymous Transportation of metabolites -0.161 Transportation 

ybbL 

Putative transporter subunit: 

ATP-binding component of 

ABC superfamily protein 

603243 Synonymous Transportation of metabolites -0.162 Transportation 

oppF 

Murein tripeptide ABC 

transporter / peptide ABC 

transporter - putative ATP 

binding subunit 

1557964 Synonymous Transportation of metabolites -0.164 Transportation 

mgtA 
Mg2  / Ni2  transporting 

ATPase 
4958202 

Intergenic 

Region 

mgtA-yjgF 

Transportation of metabolites -0.186 Transportation 

acrB AcrB RND-type permease 542382 Synonymous 
May play a role in contact-

dependent growth inhibition 
-0.189 Transportation 

mgtA 
Mg2  / Ni2  transporting 

ATPase 
4958245 

Intergenic 

Region 

mgtA-yjgF 

Transportation of metabolites -0.199 Transportation 

mgtA 
Mg2  / Ni2  transporting 

ATPase 
4957155 Synonymous Transportation of metabolites -0.207 Transportation 

glnH Glutamine ABC transporter 993836 Synonymous Transportation of metabolites -0.210 Transportation 

gadC 
Glutamic acid:4-

aminobutyrate antiporter 
1767540 Synonymous Transportation of metabolites -0.212 Transportation 

oppF 

Murein tripeptide ABC 

transporter / peptide ABC 

transporter - putative ATP 

binding subunit 

1558379 Synonymous Transportation of metabolites -0.213 Transportation 

zntA 
Zinc, cadmium and lead 

efflux system 
4041026 Synonymous Transportation of metabolites -0.219 Transportation 

zntA 
Zinc, cadmium and lead 

efflux system 
4041110 Synonymous Transportation of metabolites -0.219 Transportation 

oppD 

Murein tripeptide ABC 

transporter / peptide ABC 

transporter - putative ATP 

binding subunit 

1557410 Synonymous Transportation of metabolites -0.233 Transportation 

ybbW YbbW NCS1 Transporter 618399 Missense Transportation of metabolites -0.240 Transportation 

yhhJ 

Putative transporter subunit: 

membrane component of 

ABC superfamily protein 

4074320 Synonymous Transportation of metabolites -0.253 Transportation 

zntB Zinc transport protein 1646137 Synonymous 
Low zinc levels can inhibit 

biofilm formation 
-0.386 Transportation 

 


